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Over 40 Bills Posted
In State Senate
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — More
than 40 bills were posted for passage in
the Kentucky Senate today as the 1976
general assembly neared the end of its
60-day session.
The session officially ends at mid-
night Saturday, but several leaders
have indicated a desire to wrap it up
before the deadline.
Consequently, the Senate Rules
Committee, which channels bills to
other committees and decides which
measures to post for passage, met late
Wednesday and again this morning.
Among the bills posted for con-
sideration today were two concerning
strip mining.
House Bill 626 would require coal
operators to give public notice when
they intend to apply for a strip-mine
permit. House Bill 697 would give the
state Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection 30 days—instead of 20—to
approve strip mine reclamation plans
submitted by mine operators.
There was a flurry of activity in the
senate's day-long session Wednesday.
The upper chamber approved some 20
bills, including a House-passed
measure to reshape the state Public
Service Commission. The measure goes
to Gov. Julian Carroll.
The bill calls for changes in the terms
and qualifications of the five part-time
PSC commissioners. Appointments of
new commissioners would be staggered
instead of starting together in March
after a gubernatorial election.
The measure, backed by the
governor, sailed through the House 66-
But in the Senate it cleared, by a vote
of 29-5, only after criticism by several
law makers—led by Sen. Tom Easterly,
D-Frankfort.
Easterly offered an amendment
which would have reduced the number
of PSC commissioners from five to
three and made the jobs full-time
positions. Currently the commissioners
work part-time and receive salaries of
$18,000.
Easterly said the PSC is "cum-
bersome" and 'unresponsive" and that
the bill introduced March 8, had been
"greased" for easy passage.
Sen. Tom Ward, D-Versailles, said
the PSC is "one of the biggest problems
in state government, and agreed that
the commissioners should be full time
Today
state employes.
Easterly read a poem chiding his
colleagues for displaying a lack of
legislative independence in allowing
the measure to pass both chambers so
swiftly.
"House Bill 842, like most, has its own
story," Easterly began. "But not one
legislator lays claim to its glory. It
sailed through, cause it was greased,
and left people hanging, but utilities
pleased.
"The governor decreed no debate, no
discussion. The tactics used were truly
Russian," Easterly said as some
senators laughed.
The senators, in other action, killed
an anti-busing measure add witnessed
a filibuster of sorts over another bill.
House Bill 497 had been passed 16-15 in
the morning and sent to the House,
where Speaker William Kenton, 1)-
Lexington, was to sign it. Apparently
many senators changed their minds
before the afternoon session.
The bill would have done away with a
state requirement that property con-
demned for industrial development
must be developed within five years.
MORE (See Senate, Page 14)
-Sen. Church Joins Field
Of Presidential Candidates
IDAHO CITY, Idaho ( AP) — Sen.
Frank Church joined the field of can-
didates for the Democratic presidential
nomination today, declaring that the
federal bureaucracy must be harnessed
and that important issues are being
ignored by other candidates.
"Peripheral questions preempt the
debate. There is no sense of overriding
purpose; no serious discussion of the
fundamental choices which determine
our future course," the Idaho senator
said in a statement prepared for an-
nouncing that he was becoming the
eighth candidate now seeking his
party's nomination.
Church said that contrary to the
opinions of others, it was not too late to
enter the race.
He -also said the image of the
government must be restored, and he
said his time on the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee gives him an
advantage in foreign policy.
Church flew to Idaho Wednesday to
announce his candidacy from the
wooden steps of the Boise County
Courthouse in this historic mining town
of 150 people. His father-in-law, former
Idaho Gov. Chase A. Clark, announced




Kevin Shahan, a 16-year-old Murray
youth who was injured in a two-car
crash Saturday night, remains
hospitalized in Lourdes Hospital at
Paducah.
Officials at the hospital said Shahan
is listed in critical condition in the in-
tensive care unit.
Portly Cloudy
Partly cloudy and mild today, tonight
and Friday. High today in the low to
mid 60s. Low tonight in the mid to upper
40s. High Friday in the low 70s.
Saturday cloudy and warm with a
chance of rain.
"The first priority on our political
agenda is the restoration of the federal
government to legitimacy in the eyes of
the people," Church said.
"The vast majority of federal em-
ployes are honest, law-abiding citizens,
but nobody, no matter how highly
, placed in the government, has the right
to break the law, to open our mail, to
photograph our cables ... to open tax
investigations against persons not even
suspected at tax delinquency but
targeted for political harassment in-
stead."
Six Democrats are still in the race for
the party's nomination after four weeks
Hazel Man
of primary elections, and a seventh,
Gov. Edmund Brown Jr. of California,




In an effort to raise fund, to support
their firefighting activities, the
members of the Calloway County Fire-
Rescue Squad are sponsoring a raffle
throughout the months of March and
April.
To be given away at the May 1
drawing is a 23 channel, Pearce Sim-
May be Charged Puma 223 Citizens Band RadioPrwith antenna valued at over $150.n 
Tickets costing $1 are available up until
the drawing date by contacting any
member of the Rescue Squad. The
drawing for the radio will be held at the
Squad House on 4th Street, May 1, 1976
at 12 noon. Purchasers of tickets do not
have to be present to win.
Proceeds from the raffle are to be
used to further the firefighting ac-
tivities of the Rescue Squad which
answered over 180 fire calls last year in
Calloway County. The all-volunteer
Squad provided fire protection for those
residents of the county who live outside
the city limits and the Squad also
carries out dragging operations and
search and rescue missions throughout
the county.
Members of the Squad and their
immediate families are not eligible to
win the radio.
In Henry Co.
Murder charges may be lodged
against a Hazel man following the
death Wednesday morning of Roger
Dale Moon who was hospitalized afer
an incident at the the Burger Bar on
Highway 79 near Paris Landing in
Henry County, Tenn., on Monday
March 8.
Henry County cheif deputy Bailey
Wimberly said possible murder
charges against Jimmy Colson, 33,
would be discussed with District At-
torney Gen. William Kinton's office
later, but this morning no charges had
been filed as yet, according to Paris
city officials.
Moon, who died in Jackson-Madison
County Hospital at 1:20 a. m. Wed-
nesday, was reportedly hit over the
head with a pool cue stick. About 12 to
15 persons were reported to have been
In the Burger Bar when the incident
occurred, but sheriff's deputy Steve
Phelps said at the time that all the
witnesses he talked with had conflicting
stories as to how it happened.
Funeral services for Moon will be at
the Ridgway Morticians, Paris, Tenn.
He was the son of Mr. and Mrs. S. A.
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Local Accident Rate Is Lower
Than That Of Most Regions
What kind of a safety record have
residents of Calloway County been
compiling for themselves? How does it
compare with the record in other
communities?
On the basis of the last three annual
reports, released by the U. S. Public
Health Service, the local accident rate
has been running somewhat lower than
in most areas.
Local residents have been averaging
18 fatal accidents per year, the official
figures show, with motor vehicles being
the cause of 11 of them.
All types of accidents were included
In the reports, whether they took place
in the home, on the lob or while driving,
swimming, boating or hunting.
All accidents involv ilvg local
residents, wherever they may have
taken place, are counted in the
tabulation. Excluded are local ac-
cidents that affected only non-
residents.
In general, according to the National
Safety Council, for every fatal accident
there are nearly 100 others that do not
result in death but do necessitate
medical attention and restricted ac-
tivity.
From the standpoint of population,
Calloway County's toll was below
average durinig the three-year period.
It was equivalkant to a rate of 63 fatal
accidents per 100,000 population per
year.
By way of comparison, the rate
throughout the rest of the State of
Kentucky was 68 per 100,000. It
averaged 73 in the East South Central
States
The National Safety Council was
highly gratified by the gains made in
the peat year. The total number of
accidental deaths decreased by nr.
11,000, the final total being
proximately 105,000.
The biggest reduction was in traffic
fatalities-17 per cent below the
previous year. Lower driving speeds
were the single most important factor
In the saving of lives, it finds.
According to the Council's figures, in
addition to the 105,000 killed in ac-
cidents, another 11 million sustained
disabling injuries. The economic loss
this represents is placed at 5433 billion
and includes wage losses of $13.2
billion, 87.4 billion in insurance, and
W5erbs.:miPiVertydRmagea:CalkayCotty's share of this bill.asstuninghattheaveragemP 







Sandy isn't for sale.
He's just looking out
the window and wat-
ching the rain and
hoping for the return
of warm weather. San-
dy belongs to Mrs.
Ruth Clopton of 1901
Coldwater Road.
Stan Photo br Mike Brandon
Physician's Assistant Measure
Appears Dead For Session
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) — A bell
aimed at easing the shortage of health
care personnel in Kentucky by licen-
sing physicians' assistants appears to
be dead for the current General
Assembly session.
The measure was tabled Wednesday
on a close 42-39 vote in the Kentucky
House. It would take 51 votes to bring it
off the table. The measure has passed
the Senate.
Rep. Mitchell Denham, D-Maysville,
spearheaded the House opposition,
saying the bill could lead to "second
class medical care."
Denham, a physician, said the
legislation would permit a physician's
militant to perform any task assigned
by a licensed Kentucky doctor—even an
abortion. The supervising physician
wø.dd be reille•OKINA
Denham said his lawyer informed
him that passage of the bill and sub-
sequent hiring of physician's assistants
could mean an increase in medical
malpractice insurance premiums. He
added that even without the legislation,
doctors may employ graduates of
physician's assistants' training
programs. He said he knew of 12
currently employed in Kentucky.
No arguments for the bill were ad-
vanced in the House.
In other action, the House passed a
number of administration-backed bills
that have already been approved by the
Senate.
These included a measure to relax
the state Wild Rivers act. The
legislation reduces the protected area
bordering waterway, dosidreatots am
wild rivers.
Under current law, land within sight
of the stream is protected up to 2,500
feet away. The bill approved by the
Senate and House reduces that distance
to 2,000 feet. The sponsor, Sen. John
Berry, D-New Castle, has said the bill is
needed because of a circuit court ruling
requiring the state to pay for land on
which development is banned. Berry
said that makes it financially im-
possible for the state to continue under
the provisions of the current law.
The legislation also relaxes the
existing provisions by permitting,
owners of protected areas to apply for
permits for select cutting of timber,
(See House, Page 14)
Concern Over Wallace, Busing
Leads To Meeting Dates Change
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Concern
that pro-George Wallace and . anti-
busing forces might muddy the waters
has led to a change in Kentucky
Democratic precinct, county and
legislative district meeting dates.
Instead of April 17 and April 24, as
recommended by state Democratic
Chairman Howard ( Sonny ) Hunt, the
meetings were pushed off by the
Democratic Central Executive
Committee to sometime in December,
the month they are traditionally held.
The strongest opposition to the spring
dates came from the Jefferson County
Executive Committee, which voted
unanimously against them.
But the committee did not cite any
reasons connected with the Alabama
governor, who is a presidential can-
didate, or school busing, which has
provoked controversy in the Louisville
area.
However, a reliable source said there
were fears the Wallace forces would
use the April meetings as a platform for
their views, and some Jefferson County
members acknowledged privately this
was a factor.
The debate over the dates centered
around attendance and general
political implications.
Ed Prichard of Versailles said the
April dates would ensure good at-
tendance because they come before
Kentucky's first presidential primary
May 25.
Blanche Mahoney of Louisville said
attendance never has been a problem in
Jefferson County, but that Faster
recesses and spring breaks would fall
during the April meetings, which if
anything would cut down attendance.
She also asserted there has been too
little notice of the new dates and "now it
looks like we are pulling a power
Prichard said that in regard to the
customary December meetings
"damned few people are interested in
anything after the presidential elec-
tion."
He said he has seen times when not
even the Democrat to be elected at the
precinct level bothered to show up for a
meeting.
Opponents of the April dates con-
tended also that people would show up
merely to promote their choice in the
presidential primary, then skip the rest
of their party responsibilities for the
following four years.
Mrs. Mahoney's motion to change the
dates back to December and then look
at the situation again was carried
without further argument after a
recess.
Hunt said May 22 has been set as the
date for the party's Jefferson-Jackson
Day fund raising dinner. No site has
been selected yet.
Hunt said several presidential
prospects have indicated they might
appear because it would be only a few
days before the primary.
The Democrats also decided to hold
their state convention June 14 at Frank-
fort.
That meeting will be to pick members
of the party's 55-member State Central
Committee. Presidential delegates will
be apportioned on the basis of the May
25 presidential primary results.
Four City Bands To Be At
Music Educators Festival
The Murray City School System will
be represented by four bands at the
Murray Region of the Kentucky Music
Educators Concert Band Festival to be
held Friday and Saturday at Murray
State University
Bands appearing will be the Murray
Middle Seventh Grade Band, the
Murray Middle Eighth Grade Band, the
Murray High Concert Band, and the
Murray High Symphonic Band.
Approximately IS concert bands front-
West Kentucky will present prepared
selections for a panel of three Judges
who will comment on each group's
performance, according to precision,
style, intonation, musical effect, and
balance. They will thee rate each band
according to a standard of excellence.
Ratings could vary from V or poor to I
or superior.
The schedule for the Murray bands'
performances is as follows: Seventh
Grade Friday at 4:00 p.m., Eighth
Grade Friday at 4:40 p.m., Concert
Band Saturday at 6:30 a.m., and
Symphonic Band Saturday at 4:00 p • .!
Bands are classified according to the
level of difficulty of music performed.
"Festivals of this nature give
students and directors an opportunity
to evaluate their progress, and to hear
other bands from the areas It also
serves as s goal for each merliber to
prepare Performances at this festival
are usually some of the best that these
bands present all year because of the
Importance of the event. The program
is open to the public and there is no
admission charge," according to First




FOR FRIDAY, MARCH 19, UN
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARMS
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 30)
This day awaits YOUR move
— straight ahead! Get the jump
on it least some projects and
you will land in the spirited,
competitive position you enjoy.
TAURUS
'Apr. 21 to May 21)
Your Venus highly auspi-
cious. A good day for attaining a
cherished goal. Someone behind
the scenes is working in your
interest.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
Don't overspend in an effort
to impress others. In fact,
wading out of your depth
financially would be extremely
foolish now.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23) 00
Give extra attention to
business matters. The slightest
carelessness or neglect of detail
could cause needless losses
later.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 93)
Keep your eyes on the ball
and your stock will soar. A
"meeting of minds" could
produce some revelations,
startling new ideas which could
eventually prove profitable.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 1101.
Forethought must be day's
watchword. Make no important





Ala(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
A tap day for attainment, but
complete pending projects
before taking on new ventures.
You can expect welcome
cooperation.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) iktItP
Stellar influences now
stimulate your ambition, lofty
aims and continued purposeful
endeavors. Just one ad-
monition: Do avoid being overly
aggressive with associates.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Jupiter propitious! An ex-
cellent day for furthering
business and financial interests,
strengthening personal
relationships. You should do
well now.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) Id a
An inspiring day in pet, but
some "tricky" spots for those
who are not on their toes. A day
in which to emphasize your
stamina, good judgment and
general know-how.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You may receive some
unusual suggestions. Note,
however, where ideas and
proffered aid come from:
Sidestep the unethical.
PISCIffl
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X e'
Be alert to new possibilities of
making even more out of your
talents and unusual ideas.
Consult with those at the top.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a keenly
analytical mind and a lovable
nature; are a philosopher at
heart — adaptable to almost
any environment in which you
find ycnrself. You are a born
teacher and love intellectual
pursuits; are also inventive and
meticulous about details. You
make excellent scientists,
entertainers, statesmen and
seamen; are a true humani-
tarian and could be the pillar of
your community. Birthdate of:
Wm. Jennings Bryan, "silver-
tongued orator," U.S. states-
man; Ursula Andress, film star
Hal Cory, left, Scout Executive for the Old Kentucky Home Council, and laban
Jackson, right, Executive Board Member, made joint presentations of the President's
Award to 0. J. Jennings, assistant district commissioner for Shelby County, and June
Jennings, cub roundtable commissioner.
0. J., June Jennings
Honored By Council
The Old Kentucky Home
Council of the Boy Scouts of
America recognized two
former Calloway County scout
leaders at the annual Dan
Boone District Recognition
Dinner held at Shelbyville
recently. They are 0. J. and
June Jennings.
One hundred and ten leaders
and scouts from Shelby,
Oldham, Henry, Carroll and
Trimble Counties were in
attendance at the banquet
which was held to recognize
accomplishments made in
1975.
Hal Cory, Scout Executive
of the 19 county Old Kentucky
Home Council, from
Louisville, was joined by
Laban Jackson, a member of
the Council Executive Board,
from Shelbyville, to present
the prestigious President's
Award. The award for out-
standing service to boys is
given by Council President A.
Stevens Miles upon recom-
mendation of the district
awards committee.
0. J. serves as Assistant
District Commissioner for
Shelby County and his wife,
June, serves as Cub Round-
table Commissioner for the
five county district
Cory, in making the
presentation, praised the work
of the Shelby County couple by
stating that few people have
made such an impact upon
scouting in our area as they
have. It was the first time he
could recall in which a
husband and wife team were
honored together by this
award.
0. J. (Skip) Jennings was
recognized for his efforts in
coordinating School Nights for
Scouting, Cub Leader
Training, Woodbadge
Counselor and the many hours
he spends lending a hand and
encouraging local scouters.
Mrs. Jennings was awarded
for her efforts in conducting
Cub Roundtables for the past
two years, Cub Leader
Training, serving on the
Council Pow-Wow and
Commissioners College Staff
and many other activities to
improve scouting for youth of
the area.
0. J. and June were active
with Pack 57 of Carter
Elementary School in Murray
from its original charter in
February 1970 until they
moved to Shelbyville in May
1973. 0. J. also served as
assistant scoutmaster of
Troop 77 for two years.
The parents of the former
Calloway County couple are
Mr. and Mrs. Kerby Jennings,
221 N. 13th Street, and Mrs.
Minnie Belle Shrader, 504 S.
7th Street, all of Murray.
KIMBRO BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Ray
Kimbro of Murray Route
Seven are the parents of a
baby boy, Toby Ray, weighing
seven pounds eleven ounces,
born on Sunday, March 7, at
11:22 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The father is employed at
Carroll Volkswagen and the
mother is on leave from Hurt
and Christopher Law Offices.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. 0., C. Kimbro of Murray
Route Five and Mr. and Mrs.
James Dixon of Murray Route
Seven. Great grandparents
are Roscoe Dixon and Mr. and
'Mrs. Herman Jones of Murray
Route Seven.
STARKS GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Starks
of Murray Route Six announce
the birth of a baby girl, Tracy
Jane, weigning seven pounds
eight ounces, born Monday,
March 8, at the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
The father is owner and
operator of Spoke and Pedal
Bicycles in Murray. They
have another daughter, Tory
Gail, age two.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Tommy Ogg of
Madisonville and Mr. and
Mrs. Archie Copeland of
Tucson, Arizona, and Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Starks of Condon,
Montana. Great grandparents
are Amos Burks of Almo, Mrs.
Lillian Averitt of American
Falls, Idaho, and Mrs. Pearl
Ogg of Evansville, Ind.
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Methodist Church Women met
on Thursday, March 11, at
seven p.m. at the church.
Mrs. Maurita Burkeen,
president, was in charge of the
program. She gave a very
informative and challenging
talk on "Giving", using
scripture from Romans 12:1,1
Corinthians 16:22, Mark 10:21-
22. She suggested sending a
offering to the Guatemalan
Relief fund as a project for
this month, and the group
voted to send an offering.
The minutes were read by
Mrs. Myrtle Jones and the
financial report by Mrs. Kathy
Cunningham.
The closing prayer was led





Lovelle Oglesby, Pam Cun-
ningham, Edna Cunningham,
Kathy Cunningham, Inez





The Ann Hasseltine Sunday
School Class of the Memorial
Baptist Church met at the
home of Mrs. Willie Garland
on Monday, March 8, at seven
p.m.




were centered around "The
Makeup of Mankind," as
given by Mrs. Laura Jennings.
Her scripture was from John
5:24 and 3:18. She also read a
poem on "Faith." Prayer was
led by Mrs. Pauline Wain-
scott.
Reports were given by the
secretary, Mrs. Alma
McNeely. The meeting was
closed with Mrs. Wainscott
leading a Bible Quiz.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Garland with Mrs.
Myrtle Caney giving the




Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Linn of
Murray, has been selec-
ted for the 1975-76
edition of Who's Who
Among American High
School Students on the
basis of academic ex-
cellence and leadership.
She is a junior at
Calloway County High
School Miss McKenzie is
a member of the lady
takers basketball team,
Track Team, Pep Oub,
Beta Club, SAE, and taker
Mixed Chorus. She is a
member of the Alma
Church of Christ
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Wilcox of
Cecile Drive, Princeton, will
celebrate their sixtieth
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the Church of
Christ, located on South
Jefferson Street in Princeton,
on Sunday, March 21, between
the hours of two to four p. m.
Reuben Wilcox and Buthel
Young, both of Calloway
County, were married on
March 12, 1916 by Bro. W. E.
Morgan, a Church of Christ
minister, at the Wilcox
residence in the Locust Grove
Community of Calloway
County in the presence of
members of both families and
other friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilcox have
one son, Joe P. of Princeton,
and four grandchildren,
Donna Howell of Louisville,
Patricia Dalton of CostaMesa,
California and Vicki and
Jeffrey Wilcox of Princeton,
also five great-grandchildren.
Mr. Wilcox has one brother
Tipton of Murray. Mrs. Wilcox
has three brothers, Fulton,
Burton and J. W. all of
Murray, Ky. and one sister
Mrs. Ruth Jewell of Nashville,
Tenn.
All of their friends are in-
vited to attend the reception,
however they have requested
no gifts please.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Frank Carroll of Murray









March 18th, 19th, 20th
2300 Broadway
;50.00 Gift Certificate Given Away Daily
.Come In and Register
Refreshments served 9 AM til 513M1f
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PAGE 3 THE filtiltRAT, 1v.. LEDGER a TIMIS, Tkersday, March la, l7
How to Address a
Mixed Company
By Abigail Van Buren
S19?6 try Chwaaro TnOune Nem Yowl DK
DEAR READERS: Well, here we go again! A secretary
requested • practical salutation for business letters to
offices in which both men and women work. Obviously, the
traditional "Dear Sirs" and "Gentlemen" are now out of
date.
Some readers have submitted the following suggestions.
DEAR ABBY: How about "Greetings!" I borrowed that
idea from Uncle Sam who used it extensively to draft men
during World War II.
J.L. IN OAKLAND, CALIF.
DEAR J.L.: Sorry, the "Greetings" salutation would
never catch on. We'd have "old soldiers" fainting all over
the place.
DEAR ABBY: The Romans knew what they were doing.
They never would have risked insulting the powerful women
behind the successful men by excluding them, so they used
the salutation, "Lectori Salutem," which means "Hail to
the reader!"
CORRY H.
DEAR CORRY: Hail no! Most Americana have enough
trouble with English!
DEAR ABBY: During a meeting I brought up the
question about salutations that was raised in your column,
and a lawyer sitting next to me came up with the ideal
solution. Why not "Gentleperson"?
I like the idea and plan to start using it immediately.
CLERGYMAN: INDIANA, PA.
DEAR ABBY: What's the matter with a straightfor-
ward, friendly "Howdy"?
FORT WORTH
DEAR FORT: Not worth much—outside of Texas.
DEAR ABBY: Re your column concerning salutation to
groups: In the business and management seminars given by
the University of California at Berkeley, we are suggesting
that this problem be handled by omitting both salutation
and the closing ("Sincerely." etc.), ending the letter as I
have done below.
DOROTHY SATIR
GOOD MORNING, ABBY: I have solved the salutation
problem in both my business and personal correspondence
as follows:
To someone with whom I'm on a first-name basis, it's
"Good Morning, Abby."
To someone in a more formal manner, it's "Good
Morning, Miss Van Buren."
And to anyone in general, it's just "Good Morning!"
I think the cheeriness of this is preferable to the legalistic
"To whom it may concern" or the aloofness of "Dear Sir or
Madame."
CORDIALLY, R.W. VOIGT
GOOD MORNING, MR. VOIGT: And what if the
recipient opens the mail in the EVENING?
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.. Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212. Please enclose • long. self-addressed, stamped
(28(1 envelope
Freezing pies
Baked apple pies can be kept up to
six months in a food freezer. To
freeze: cool the baked pie rapidly, then
place unwrapped in the freezer. Keep
the pie level during freezing. When
completely frozen, wrap, label, date
and return to the freezer. To serve: let
the pie stand at room temperature 30
minutes, then place in preheated oven






Household shower for Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Cochran and
son, Ronnie, and Fred
Anderson, who lost their home
and contents by fire, will be
held at the Beech Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church at seven p.m.
Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center at seven p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the Masonic Hall.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at




will meet at the Murray
Woman's Club House at 6:30
p.m.
Women of Murray Moose
Lodge will hold executive
session at seven p.m. and
business session at eight p.m.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from noon to four p.m.
Consumer Awareness
Workshop will be at Water-
field Student Union Ballroom
from eight a.m, to fbie p.m.
This is free and open to the
public.
Concert by the Trombone
Choir, directed by Prof.
Raymond Conklin, will be at
8:15 p.m. in the Recital Hall of
Fine Arts Annex, MSU.
Philosophy Colloquium will
be held in Room 500 of Faculty
Hall, MSU, at 3:30 p.m. Public
is invited.
Social Concerns Committee
will meet at City Hall at seven
p.m.
Friday, March 19
Murray Art Guild will be
open from noon to four p.m.






Covington, will open at the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU,
and continued through March
31.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be at 9:30 a.m. and 12:30
p.m. Call 753-0929 for tran-
sportation.
Saturday, March II
Chapter M of PEO will have
its meeting in Mayfield with
Mrs. Edward Nwmelee and
Mrs. James Berhow as
hostesses.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from noon to four p.m.
Lynn Grove-Goshen United
Methodist Church Women will
have its annual observance of
Call to Prayer and Self Denial
at Lynn Grove Church at two
p.m.
Open house for prospective
nursing students and their
parents will begin at nine a.m.
in Mason Hall, MSU.
Chili supper will be at 5:30
p.m. and variety show at
seven p.m. at North Calloway
Elementary School. Events
are sponsored by the rm.
Saturday, March 2S
International Dinner by the
International Students of
Murray State University will
be in the Student Union
Ballroom at 4:30 p.m. Public
is invited and tickets are
adults 83.00, students $2.50 and
children $2.00.
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
Carnpout will be held at Piney
Campground, Land Between
the Lakes, this weekend with a
potluck supper on Saturday
night.
Singing will be at New
Providence Baptist Church at
seven p.m. featuring the




of Transportation has ap-
proved a license for an auto
agency to be known as Bruce
Futrell's Used Cars in
Murray. The approval was
one of 33 new licenses ap-
proved across the state.
Saturday, March 2,
Chili and sandwich supper
will be held by Temple Hill
Lodge No. 511 OES at the
Masonic Hall with serving to




Men's Club will have a
breakfast at the church at
seven CM. with Bob Warren
as speaker.
Style Show, sponsored by
MSU Home Economics Club,
will be held on second floor,
north side of Applied Science
Building, at four p.m. No
admission and public is in-
vited.
Recitals by Janice
Crawford, Tell City, Ind.,
trombone, and Marsha
Rudolph, Paducah, Clarinet,
will be at two p.m. and of
Maria Lassiter, Benton,
piano, will be at 3:30 p.m. in




Methodist Church will have its
third Sunday fellowship at
seven p.m. with Wayne and
Kathy Perrin as guests.
The local chapter of the
Isaac Walton League will
meet at three p.m. at the Ellis
Community Center. For more
information contact Joe
Palermo, Rt. 1, New Concord.
Monday, March 22
Murray Woman's Club will
hold a general meeting at 9:30
a.m. at the club house with
Mrs. Donald Dammert, state
president, as speaker.
Reservations for the brunch at
$2.50 per plate should be made
with Mrs. Don Brock, 753-9658,
by Saturday, March 20.
Gives Program
At Meeting
• Mrs. John Livesay,
President, presided at the
luncheon meeting of the
Magazine Club held on
Thursday, February 26, at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
The meeting was opened
with prayer by Mrs. Livesay.
She introduced Mrs. John
Winter who gave the devotion
by playing "My Country 'Tis
Of Thee" on the piano,
assisted by Mrs. Dorothy
Mason. She remarked on the
meaning and beauty of the
song and repeated the rest of
the patriotic and inspiring
song.
Mrs. Winter presented an
interesting report on a
bicentennial trip that she and
her husband took along the
east coast of the United States.
She showed slides and
described many of the old pipe
organs in the different
churches along their route.
The speaker gave the
historical picture of each
organ which dated from 1001
to later dates. She closed her
very inspirational report by
corning back to Mt. Sterling,
Ky., describing an old pipe
organ there.
A short talk on the
American Revolution of two
hundred years ago was given
by Mrs. C. C. Lowry. She also
described some interesting
moments of the centennial.
She showed one of the club's
centennial plates and gave
each person an opportunity to
purchase one then or at a later
date.
Mrs. J. I. Hosick gave the
treasurer's report in the
absence of the treasurer, Mrs.
Harry Sparks.
Visitors introduced were
Mrs. Dorothy Mason, Mrs.
Loren Adams, Mrs. Wilrnore
Beale, Mrs. Fisher, Mrs. Opal







Regular 1.25 a pair now 1.00 a pair
Regular 1.75 a pair now 1.40 a pair
Regular 2.50 a pair now 2.00 a pair
Regular lop a pair now2.40 a pair
Regular 4.95 a pai r now 3.1 5 a pair
Regular 5.00 a pair BMW 3.95 a pair
Regular 5.95 a pair now 4.75 a pair
Mrs. John Winter COOKING
IS FUN
SUNDAY DINNER
Roast Turkey_ with Stuffing






1 tablespoon dried sage
2 tablespoons dried marjoram
2 tablespoons dried parsley
2 tablespoons dried savory
14 teaspoons dried thyme
Mix together and crush with
fingers or a mortar and pestle.
Store in a tightly covered
screwtop jar. Use in the same
proportions you would use com-
mercially prepared poultry sea-
soning.
Coldwater United Methodist
Women Hold Special Program
The United Methodist
Women of the Coldwater
Church met Monday, March 8,
at seven p.m. at the church
with the Week of Prayer and
Self Denial being observed.
Mrs. Cody Adams directed
the program with the scrip-
ture reading by Mrs. Loyd
Cooper. The song, "Sheltered
In The Arms of God," was
sung by Mrs. Jimmy Wilson
and Mrs. Jerry Mohler
followed with prayer by Mrs.
Adams.
"Renewing the Gift and
Sharing the Gift" was given
by Mrs. Adams, assisted by
each one present. The closing
prayer was by Mrs. Jerry
Haneline.
Cake, punch, and fruit salad
were served by the hostess,
Mrs. Adams. Also present
were Mrs. Gary Haneline,
Mrs. Howard Kinsey, Mts.
Bulas Wilson, Mrs. Thomas
Smith, Mrs. Alma Cooper, and
Mrs. John Baker.
The next meeting will be
Monday, April 5, at seven p.m.






Kappa, an exciting all-weather coat
from Misty Harbor in "sheen gob" 65%
Dacron and 35% cotton is 100% washable!
Navy, pineapple, necturine, faded
blue, electro blue and oyster; sizes
6 to 20 at only 70.00
211MTITS
We're sure that you'll
find Easy Street shoes to be
the most comfortable shoes
you have ever worn. The Oakhrookl
lightweight upper, caultioned hook
and soft foam-backed lining adds
up to a super shoe! Available in
black, navy, camel, bone or red
at 19.11Or also gold at 20.0
Oakbrook
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R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
Editorials and opinionated articles on this page are presented (Or
to purpose of providing a forum for the free exchange of differing
valions Letters to the editor in response to editorials and
alienated articles are encouraged.
The editors at this newspaper strongly believe that to lunit
,,pinionated articles ID oft these which Plural:WI the e'hion'"
philosophy of this newspaper would be a disservice to use readers.
therefore we urge readers who do not agree with an editorial stand or
the ideas presented by an individual writer ut a column. to respond
with their feelings Oa the particular issue being discussed
OPINION PAGE




economic picture continues to
brighten with each new
development, despite certain
adverse conditions that are
present locally as well as
throughout the nation.
Retail sales in Calloway
County surpassed $100 million
dollars in 1975 and are projec-
ted to bloom an additional
$19,923,000 during 1976 to a total
of $122,690,000.
Couple this with the tremen-
dous leap in local farm output
in recent years and you end up
with an indication of a very
healthy economy in Calloway
County.
The past year, even with the
Tappan strike for almost the
last half of the year, was the
10 Years Ago
Bro. Loren Broadus of Mayfield will
be the speaker for the Preaching
Mission March 20-25 at the First
Christian Church here.
Deaths reported include James Perry
Oliver, Cecil R. Houston, Lawton C.
Alexander, and Airman First Class
John Thomas Sowell.
Nix Crawford who has been in
business here for almost thirty years
related some of his exneriences at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
Harold Eversrneyer was the speaker
at the meeting of the Murray Kiwanis
Club.
Three Murray students were among
24 new members of the Sigma Delta
honorary physical education fraternity
at Murray State College. They were
Don Edwards, Mary Lou Smith, and
Shirley Wilferd.
20 Years Ago
The Murray Junior Chamber of
Commerce is now accepting
nominatims for the Ji,inior Citizenship
Award distant.
The Murray City Council met with
Guy Billington acting as mayor in the
absence of Mayor George Hart.
Reports were given by Chief of Police
Ms Warren and Supt. of Water and
Sewerage Rob Buie.
Mrs. Buford Hurt and Mrs. Cecil
Farris are co-directors of the Calloway
County Food Distribution Committee.
The Murray Girl Scout Council plans
the formation of troops in the Hazel and
Lynn Grove communities during the
coming year.
Dr. Harry Sparks of the Education
Department of Murray State College
will be the guest speaker at the Cottage
Grove PTA on March 19.
Isn't It The Truth
Sometimes I wonder about the good
of dieting to lose weight. History tells us
through its billions of pages that few, if
any, of the troubles in the world were
stirred up by people who are over-
weight.
best year for retail sales in the
history of Calloway County.
And this year is expected to set
an even higher record.
One factor that has enabled
Calloway County to continue
strong economically is the
tremendous growth of the
agriculture industry locally.
The total farm economy has
increased from around $8
million in 1969 to over $25
million according to Kentucky
Agricultural Statistics.
And local farmers are con-
tinuing to find better and more
economical ways to put out
their crops, which will increase
the net gain in the local
economy even more.
All-in-all, we are confident
that the economy of Murray
and Calloway County is much






In a Dales sepermartet, an eight
year aid lad steed at the coffee shelves
and carefully examined each can of
coffee. After each inspection he wrote
down the name of a city. The puzzled
market manager watched him with
curiousity. Could anyone that young
really be a comparison shopper from
another chain? Finally, be sidled up to
the boy to see what he was doing. There
it was, a list of cities but the question on
top of the page was, "Where does coffee
come from?'
The 22 year old daughter of an ad-
vertising exec moved into one of those
remodeled lofts in the factory area
around Manhattan's Houston Street.
Dad was concerned about security. Was
ft safe? "Oh, don't worry, Daddy," he
was told, "my generation isn't as up-
tight and suspicious as yours." The first
night the apartment WU ripped off and
everything of value taken. Daughter's
comment, "Man, you sure go from the
Pepsi generation to the Uptight
generation pretty quick these days!"
The young man said, "First, I got
tonsilitis, followed by appendicitis and
pneumonia, and finally neuritis. Then I
had hypodermics and inoculation."
"Boy, did you have a time!" "I'll say. I
thought I'd never pull through that
spelling test."
The boy had listed among his 52
findings of guilt burglary, theft,
malicious wounding and killing
animals, and setting fire to a railway
station. All the offenses were conunited
before the boy was 15. But a Sheffield
official told magistrates, "These kids
would not have such bad records if the
police would not keep arresting them."
(Sheffield, Eng. Star)
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A Return to The Classroom
On the Far Side of Thirty
By M. C. Garrott
Dwain McIntosh, with whom I work
at Murray State, radiates deter-
mination. When he came to Murray
from Frankfort in 1968, he needed a
number of hours for an undergraduate
degree. He made up his mind he would
get it, and four years later he had it
after many hours of long hard work as a
part-time student.
Two years later, in 1974, he had his
master's degree, and this coming May
will receive his specialist in college
teaching degree-30 hours above the
master's. Along the way to all this, he
was required to write many term and
special papers, one of which was done
shortly after his return to the classroom
after a long absence. I enjoyed it and
thought you might, too. Here it is:
ADOPTION DENIED
By Dwain McIntosh
Campus ostracism smarts to the
quick—even for a 37-year-old.
Not once have I been invited to a pot
party since I dusted off the books and
enrolled in college again as a part-time
student. Nor have I been included in
any organizational meetings to plan
harassments for the school ad-
ministration.
Marijuana holds no appeal for me.
And fellows habited to brown, navy
blue, and black wardrobes are not
especially noted for fomenting in-
surrection. Hence those two invitations
as preliminaries to adoption would
have no doubt been graciously
declined—but the mere opportunity
would have been oh so flattering.
For one who basked in campus in-
volvement as a gung-ho collegian eons
ago, it really hurts not to belong
anymore. Nobody—not even a
disowned soul who has drifted into the
dishonor of life's fourth decade—likes
to be out-of-touch.
Glints of suspicion in the eyes of
orthodox college students when I meet
a class for the first time and the
whispering and snickering behind my
back have been a source of concern for
me. Even though my effort to explain
that distrust as my own paranoic ap-
parition failed miserably, I still could
not bring myself to believe that I was a
victim of a malady as hopeless as
alienation because of my age.
Being on the untrustworthy side of
thirty, I had fully expected to be viewed
for a time a bit askance. Besides, my
face is clean-shaven and I own but a
single pair of bell-bottoms. But, in the
beginning, my liabilities did not seem
too much for me to overcome as I
sought acceptance in a student
generation hung-up on preaching
tolerance.
Struggling to be approved by my
junior peers, I began to make con-
cessions in a calculated effort to endear
myself to the fraternity seeking to
establish an anti-establishment
establishment. In my blind search for
acceptance under their creed of
tolerance, I patronized them
hypocritically, taking almost every
opportunity to damn the status quo and
to add my vehement "right on!" to the
disjointed ravings of student
malcontents.
Yet, somehow, I never made the
grade. Puzzled, because I continued
steadfastly. to resist the realization that
I had been disqualified by time, but
imbued with undiminished resolution, I
made more concessions. I let my
sideburns grow down near my earlobes
and sometimes on weekends would
decline to shave and stroll about the
campus in my sloppiest old clothes.
Then one day as I crossed the cam-
pus, I was struck by the cruel but
nevertheless enlightening hand of in-
stant revelation. Temporarily
disoriented ( probably a symptom of
rapidly 'encroachingsenility), I stopped
Improving Habits
These lines in the popular song
from Walt Disney's "Mary Pop-
pins" make psychological sense
"A little but of sugar
Makes the medicine go down
In a most delightful way.'
A reward, the sugar, helix to
get the job done. In this instance,
it is taking a dose of medicine.




that behavior can be signifi-
cantly changed by giving or
withholding rewards Such a
practice, widely used in training
animals. has practical applica-
tion in human beings.
As an example, let us suptxxse
that you have gradually in-
creasedyour son's allowance to
$350 per week from $2. making
a fair adjustment for inflation
yet. you continue to have trouble
By FJ.L Blasingame, M.D.
getting him to perform certain
duties at home.
Perhaps he has never been
taught to see any relationship
between his allowance and his
duties You may have. drifted
into the habit of lugging him
about his chores. but even that
unpleasant effort has not been
consistently effective.
Try changing your approach
Have a talk with your son and
explain that he will have to earn
his allowance in the future by
performing two duties daily,
such as cleaning his room each
morning and taking out the
trash each night Each time one
of his duties incomplete, place a
quarter in his allcnvance fund If
his two duties are done, he earns
%) cents per day, or $350 by the
end of the week
He has now associated his
reward with the performance of
his chores If he fails to carry one
out for no good reason. payment
IS withheld, but payment is al-
ways made for doing his duties.
This type of reward-penaky
arrangement can have many
applications in the home and
elsewhere in influencing
behavior favorably and with
relative ease. Instead of money,
a privilege la movie or a friend's
visit) can be substituted. This
type of positive program is cer-
tainly preferable to the negative
approach of nagging.
Q' Mon ID has an aged aunt
who is confined to bed, and she
asks for suggest ions with regard
to caring for the skin on her
heels. They appear red and irri-
tated as if the dun may break.
A: Grease her skin with an oily
lotion or salve such as petroleum
jelly Sheets rubbing against
tender skin irritate it. Try soil
padding under the keels, using
cups from an old bra, nylon
pads, or thickneues of foam rub-
ber covered with soft cloth Tie
the padding in place so that it
will move with the foot and
avoid friction against the skin
Adhesive should not be used no
her skin
(4. Mr. T.C. wants to know if an
exercise program has a proper
place in the treatment of cardiac
patients,
A: Most authorities agree that
a regulated exercise program
adjusted to the needs and
capacities of each patient and
under the guidance of his physi
ciart has a place in the manage-
ment of cardiac patients Many
authorities consider such an ex
error essent al
a student to ask about the location of a
faculty member's office. She looked at
me coldly for several seconds before
spitting out a question in return:
"Are you with the F.B.I. or the
C.I.A.?"
Stunned, I tried to explain. "No, you
see I'm just trying to find..." But I was
unable to regain my equilibrium and
put words together coherently under
the icy stare of my interrogator.
She shrieked at me.
"Why won't you pigs leave us alone!"
People were beginning to stop and
look at us and I was uncomfortable. But
she did not let up as she was apparently
enjoying the audience. "Look at him,"
she went on, pointing at me
dramatically and looking slightly
nauseated, "spaced out in a tie and
socks and some kind of a weirdo
haircut. Nobody but an establishment
pig looks like that."
I bowed my neck a little. showing less
of the usual human frailty of em-
barrassment.
"Now wait a minute. I'm a student
here just like you..."
She interrupted.
"Student! You don't even look like a
student. You look like a pig." A large
crowd of students had gathered by this
time. They seemed to be relishing the
confrontation. Their faces moved like
spectators at a tennis match as they
followed the exchange.
Really riled now, I fired back without
thinking.
"You talk about the way I look.
That's a laugh. Here you are running
around barefoot without a bra and you
criticize..."
Again she interrupted—but this time
her harangue had turned to absolute
rage. All she got out, however, was
"Pig!" before a descendent of Genghis
Khan with a pink leather vest and a
handlebar moustache and wiry black
beard to match pulled her away by her
knapsack.
"C'mon, Oscar, let's go before they
call out the National Guard."
Oscar! Right then and there I knew
my adoption would never go through.
Humanely Speaking
Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway County
Cruelty or Decency?
Since the recent publication of a
letter concerning kittens that were
dumped in a bag on the Lynn Grove
Highway and run over, several in-
dividuals have expressed outrage and
surprise that such cruelty could exist in
Murray and Calloway County. "Is there
much cruelty here?" they ask? '
Indeed, there is a great deal of
cruelty to animals — some of it in-
volving neglect, and some of it in-
volving intentional acts of violence and
torture of animals: a lady who beat a
kitten to death with a broom, mutilation
of a dog with a knife, a dog chained
outside in the summer without shade or
water, stray animals shot at and
poisoned.
Frankly, we are amazed at the
numerous reports of cruelty to animals
by their owners! Almost every day
concerned citizens, usually a neighbor
or friend of the accused, sometimes
anonymously, contact a society
member to report a citizen who has:
gone on vacation without making
provisions for his dog or cat; left an
injured animal without either taking it
to the vet or putting it out of its misery,
failing to feed or water their pet for
days (even weeks! ) at a time; keeping
an animal shut up without exercise or
light; letting it run "wild"; and the old,
abominable, practice of "dropping"
kittens and puppies, taking no
precautions to prevent unwanted and
unnecessary breeding.
Clearly, these are all illegal acts.
There are statutes in Kentucky which
make each of these criminal offenses.
But, above the criminality of it, what
about the plain human decency? Why
would anyone keep an animal in the
first place if be cares nothing for it?
If it is from unawareness we ask this
of you. Take a look at your own pets and
work animals. Do they, right now, have
sufficient food? Do they have access to
water at all times? Do they at least
have a dry place for shelter, hopefully
reasonably warm in times of sleet,
mow, or bitter cold? Beyond that, when
have you checked to see if they have
had their rabies, distemper, or other
shots? Are they infested with worms,
fleas, ear mites? And have you thought
about patting that good old faithful dog
who has been with you so many years,
just to see the delight on his face and
watch him wag his tail? Even if You
have been neglecting him, see how
quickly he will respond. Cradle the
tired mother cat and listen to her purr
again. Roll a ball to a frisky kitten and
see how much fun he will have. Put
yourself in your pet's coat for a minute.
Animals are so loving. Let's take care
of them, without some agency having to
enforce it. You will be more than repaid
by your kindness.
DOG CENSUS
There are twenty-one dogs at the
Murray-Calloway County Dog Pound
this week:
PUPPIES: three female collie-type;
two male collie-shepherd; three female
collie-shepherd; four female mixed
breed.
ADULT DOGS: one female
dachshund cross; one female
collie-type; two female setter-type;
one female shepherd-type; one male
labrador-type; one female labrador-
type ; two female mixed breed.
DIRECTIONS
TO THE POUND
The Murray-Calloway County Dog
Pound is located off Highway 641 North.
Take a right turn at Penny Road. The
pound is the first building on the right,
just before the Fisher-Price factory
parking lot. It is a small cement
structure set back from the road, with a
public entrance at the back.
Please Note: Any dog taken from the
dog pound should receive distemper-
hepatitis vaccination from a
veterinarian as soon as possible as it
may have been exposed to disease at
the pound.
Bible Thought
Thou therefore endure hardness,
as a good soldier of Jesus Christ.
11 Timothy 2:3.
Hardships are easier to bear when
we face them with faith.
Love is...
There's no nicer way to remember someone special than with the
famous cherubic characters from Kim Grove's nationally syndi-
cated cancibn -Love is" Each watch or clock is personalized with
that special name, day or date you want them to remember The
"Love is" Mini-Alarm clocks are West German Imports, stand a
full 4" high, have double alarm bells, an all brass plated case and
luminous hands They're the excellent quality you'd look for in
that important gift
The "Love is" wrist watch is a great way to start a conversation
wherever you go, with whom ever you're talking Or let it serve
as a constant reminder of how much you care to that special
YOURS FOR ONLY
19
PLUS 11 95 POSTAGE
AND HANDLING
PLEASE SEND TO:




CLOCK 8. WATCHES PERSONALIZED WITH YOUR NAMES,
...a gift they'll remember every
minute, every day of the year.
someone It's a gift that will be with them wherever they go all
day long The watch has a swiss movement, stainless steel case,
sweep second hand, is electronically tested and shock resistant.
The polished gold case stands out against the handsome nylon
band.
Watch, clock or both-you'll never find a better way to say you
care or to help that special someone remember you always
You can personalize the clock with one or two names and a
special day or event such as Happy Birthday, Happy Anniversary
or a special date You can personalize the watch with- just two
names only due to space limitations
y
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PORTS
By The Associated Press
If the New England Whalers
wonder why Indianapolis is so
tough for them to beat this
season, they can find the




"That's what's doing it for
us," said Demers after his
Racers beat the Whalers 5-2 in
the World Hockey Association
Wednesday night.
The victory was
Indianapolis' fifth in eight
games with New England this
season. There have been two
ties.
We have four more games
with New England and I'd
have to say we have the ad-
vantage," said Demers,
whose club moved within
three points of first place in
the East Division. "They have
been wondering what they
have to do to beat us."
In the other WHA games,
the Cincinnati Stingers beat
the Toronto Toros 5-4; the
Houston Aeros whipped the
Phoenix Roadrunners 7-4 and
the Winnipeg Jets turned back
the Calgary Cowboys 3-2.
Indianapolis erupted for
three power-play goals in the
first period - the first scored
by Michel Parizeau - to beat
New England. Parizeau's
second goal broke a 1-1 tie at
12:15 of the opening frame and
the Racers added another
power play tally by Al
Karlander to take a 3-1 lead
into the intermission.
Stingers 5, Toros 4





goals, including the winning
score, leading Cincinnati over
Toronto. The victory moved
Cincinnati into sole possession
of second place, one point
behind New England and
ahead of Cleveland and
Indianapolis, in the Eastern
Division. Toronto trails the
Canadian Division.
Aeros 7, Roadrunners 4
Venerable Gordie Howe
scored four goals, including a
first-period hat trick,
triggering Houston's victory
over Phoenix. The Howe
family got all but one of the
Aeros' goals with sons Mark
and Marty joining Gordie in
the production.
Jets 3, Cowboys!
Third-period goals by Mike
Ford and Wally Lindstrom led
Winnipeg past Calgary.
Ford's goal at the 10:47 mark
and Lindstrom's shot at 12:47
provided the Jets with a 3-0
lead and enough of a cushion
to withstand two late Calgary





registration will be held
March 20 and 27th at the old
Little League baseball field.
Registration slips will be
handed out in schools.
ST. LOUIS ( AP) - Ten
members of the 1926 St. Louis
Cardinals, the club's first
world championship team,
will be guests Aug. 22 during a
50th anniversary reunion at
Busch Stadium.
The Cards said other past
favorites who have been in-
vited to the occasion include
Bill White, Terry Moore,
Wally Moon, brothers Lindy
and Von McDaniel, Ernie
Broglio; Murry Dickson, Ray
Jablonski, Wilmer Mizell, Rip
Repulski, Julian Javier and
Stan Musial.
The reunion game will be
the Cards' first since 1973.
SAVE '55
















clothes are dry. With 2-posi-
bow fabric selector ead Wrinkle
Guard* feature.
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Imported Car Sales for t975
TOYOTA
MORE IS OUTSELLING ALL OTHER IMPORTED CARS IN AMERICA IN 1975.
More is 22 Toyotas to choose
from. Lots of dealers are making lots of
noise about their small .cars today. But
when the showdown comes in the show-
room, you may find less than you expect.
One or two models, take it or leave it.
Not at your Toyota dealer. We give you
multiple choice-22 models to choose
from. More models than any other small
car dealer offers. We've got everything
from low price to luxury, 2 doors, 4 doors,
sporty hatchbacks, wagons, trucks, and
land cruisers- beautiful little brutes that
practically make their own roads.
Take your pick, you get comfort, per-
formance, economy and styling you'll be
proud of for years to come.
More is 19 Toyotas that get
34 mpg or better. Good gas mile-
age is on everybody's mind this year. And
this year your Toyota dealer brings you
even better gas mileage than in '75. Nine-
teen models that get from 34 all the way
up to 39 mpg on the highway and from
20 to 24 mpg in the city. Of course, these
are EPA estimates based on what Toyotas
with stick shift got in 1976 EPA tests. Your
mileage can vary depending on how and
where you drive, the way you maintain
your car, optional equipment and weather
conditions. But if you're looking for good
gas mileage and comfort, quality and styl-
ing, we don't think anybody can top
Toyota.
More is 6 Toyotas that sell for
less than $3600.* Every man has
his price. And if yours is under $3600,
your Toyota dealer can give you more to
choose from than anybody else. Two-
doors, 4-doors, hardtops. Even a station
wagon or pickup truck. And when we say
under-$3600, we don't mean just a dollar
under. List prices for a brand new Toyota
actually begin as low as $2849*
Equipped. Not stripped.
'Mfrs Sugg retail prices
Frexght, local taxes and options extra
Colic. GT Liftback





More is 4 small pickups to
pick frOM. Got a lot of hauling to do?
et a load of what your Toyota dealer's
got for you. Four small pickups - more to
choose from than anybody else. All four
have big powerful engines, big roomy
cabs and power front disc brakes. Our
two long beds have over 7 feet of cargo
space. And our two sport trucks come
with gas saving 5-speed overdrive trans-
mission, plus such creature comforts as
Hi-back bucket seats, AM radios, tinted
glass and more.
More is 39 featu
equipment on
1 Power front disc brakes
2 Hi-back reclining bucket
seats
3 Rear window defogger














13. MacPherson Strut front
suspension
14. Front and rear ashtrays
15. Power-boosted flo-thru
ventilation
16. Passenger assist gnps
17. 3-position dome light
18. Reversible keys
19. Aluminized muffler and
exhaust pipe
20 13 2 gallon fuel tank
our Corolla SR-5






26. ESP' overhead console
with map light
27. Full center console with
armrest





Plus these standard safety
equipment items










Brake Ilukf warning light
More is 4 small wagons to
Choose front If you're the small
wagon type, nobody can accommodate
you more ways than your Toyota dealer.
List prices begin at only $3566, And even
at that low price you get such luxuries as
reclining bucket seats, rear window defog-
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From The Eye
Of A Woman
• The Murray State women's outdoor track
season will be off to a running start March
23. The MSU runners will host Memphis
State in a dual meet with field events
beginning at 3:00 p.m. and track events at
3:30p.m.
Coach Margaret Simmons won't have the
problem of some coaches this spring. That
is, of running out of competitors for the
numerous events.
Coach Simmons has a problem that is just
the opposite: running out of events for her
multi-numbered) and talented) squad.
Coach Simmons reports that spring
practice finds a young but improving squad.
Here's how the line-up will go for the
Memphis meet. 400 yard meter hurdles:
Carol Schafer, Jewel Hayes, Gabriele
Black, and Kathy Kuegel. Schafer is the best
MSU runner at this event but the others are
greatly improving.
440 yard relay: Karen Wilson, Lee
;Stokely, Susan McFarland and Judy Mor-
ton. This whole team is complied of fresh-
men but loaded with talent.
880 yard run: Carol Schafer, Camille
Baker, Jewell Hayes. The Schafers excel at
these distance events and Carol is no ex-
ception at this event.
r Mile run: Kathy Schafer, Sandy Sims, and
Jana Jones. Yep, you guessed it. Schafer is
the one to watch for although Sims and
Jones are improving at this event.
' 100 meter hurdles: Karen Wilson, Judy
Morton, Gabriele Black and Glenda
Rudolph. In practice last week, Wilson
bested the school record of 14.5 held by
national champion Carla Coffey when she
tan a time of 14.2.
By Patsy
Beauchamp
It's not official unless it's done in a meet
but it doesn't look like that will take long.
440 yard dash: Carol Schafer, Kathy
Kuegel, Joan Weber and Martha Luckett.
Schafer ran a 62.4 in practice. A personal
best that's just two seconds off the school
record.
Two mile relay: Sandy Sims, Kathy
Schafer, Brenda Bennett and Jana Jones.
Two Mile: Camille Baker, Anne Moore
and Glenda Rudolph.
220 yard dash: Kathy Kuegel, Susan
McFarland, Jackie Anderson.
Three mile: Glenda Rudolph and Anne
Moore.
Mile relay: Jewell Hayes, Kathy Schafer,
Jana Jones and Carol Schafer.
Shot put: Bev Parrish, Kim Coates and
Terri Gillanwater.
Discus: Sue Sewing and Kim Coates.
Javelin: Linda Rudolph, Sue Sewing.
Rudolph had her personal best throw in
practice with a heave of 109'9".
Don't forget to go to this opening track
'Meet. You'll enjoy it and it's free.
Here's the women's track schedule:
March 23, Memphis State, HOME
March 27, Memphis State Invitational,
AWAY
April 3, Southern Illinois Invitational,
AWAY
April 7, Western Kentucky, AWAY
April 10, Murray State Invitational, HOME
April (7, KWIC Championships, HOME
April 19, Open
April 26, Becky Boone Relays at Richmond,
AWAY




RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
"We played well, shot well,
our highest percentage of the
year, and had good team-
work," said Peggy Fiehrer,
girls' basketball coach at
Louisville Butler.
'It has taken this long for
the kids' shooting to come
around," she added.
The shooting came around
Wednesday, in time to send
the defending state ctiampions
late the quarter-finals of the
Kentucky Girls' High Scheel
Settketball Tournament.
Butler meets Covington
Holy Cross and Jenkins faces
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games Friday. Butler ad-
vanced with a 76-52 romp over




downed Owensboro 67 42 and
Mason County ousted Caldwell
County 52-42 in other games
Wednesday.
Today's first-round con-
tests, to determine the con-
tenders in the other two
quarter-final games Friday,
are between West Hardin and
Lexington Bryan Station,
Trimble County and Louisville
Sacred Heart, Clay County
and Russell, and Sedalia and
Allen County.
Butler's offense was led by
Robin Board with 18 points,
while Valerie Owens and
Susan Vittitoe added 14 each
to balance the attack. Owens
was the defensive leader with
24 rebounds.
Despite a game high 26
points by Sheldon Clark's
Robin Harmon, Butler built a
36-23 halftime lead, stretched
it to 52-36 at the end of the








including potatoes, salad bar, and toast.
2 $E25Steak Dinners
First person to match his Social Security
number with one of 3 posted S I bills WINS





Olympic Plaza Murray, Ky.
Sue Dickman of Holy Cross
scored 26 points-18 in the first
half—and pulled down 15
rebounds as Holy Cross built a
31-22 halftime lead over
Monticello and took total
command at 45-29 after -a 10-
point thirdperiod run. Penny
Denny put in 17 points for
Monticello.
Jenkins' Kathy Mahan
scored the opening basket
against Owensboro and the
Region 14 champions never
trailed. Owensboro closed the
gap to three painta1tthe and
of the first quarter, but
Jenkins spurted ahead, led 33-
22 at intermission and 51-33 at
the end of the third period.
Willene Owsley put in 13 points
to lead Owensboro.
Mason County's Terry
Brown scored six points in the
final minute to help pull her
team past Caldwell County in
the opening game of the
tournament. Brown led all
scorers with 21 points as
Mason County pulled away
after two secondhalf ties and
ran its season record to 18-4.
Caldwell County was led by
Rosey Kilgore with 13 points.
Top-Seeded
ASHLAND, Ohio ( AP) —
Southeast Louisiana has been
top-seeded for the national
college division women's
basketball playoffs next week
at Ashland College.
Southeast Louisiana, which
has won 26 of 27 games, will
face West Georgia College in
an opening game at 5 p.m.
Tuesday.
Second-seeded Berry (Ga.)
College takes on George
Williams (Ill.) College at 4
p.m. Tuesday, No. 3 Ashland
plays Biota (Calif.) College










Unranked Onny Parun of New
Zealand upset top-seeded
Tcny Roche of Australia 7-6, 7-




Kuhn Orders Baseball Camps
(Glory Halleluiah!) To Open
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Play
ball!
That familiar cry of spring
was finally sounded by
Baseball Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn Wednesday night and
seconded by players union
boss Marvin Miller, and if
today's official start of spring
training is some 21/2 weeks
late, the scheduled April 8
opening of the regular season
seems assured.
From Florida to California,
the 24 major league teams
prepared to go to work in
earnest today with only three
weeks to prepare for the start
of the game which seems in
danger of being replaced as-
the so-called national pastime
by court battles and labor
disputes.
Thanks to Kuhn's dramatic
decree ordering the owners to
open the training camps
"without further delay,','
baseball today comes out of
the smoky, rhetoric-filled
labor-management meeting
rooms and into the sunlight
where it belongs.
Most teams were expected
to begin serious workouts
today and at least one club
official said the short-
circuited exhibition season
could get under way as soon as
Sunday.
"I think this is a con-
structive step," Miller said
when he returned to his New
York home from Tampa, Fla.,
late Wednesday night and was
informed of Kuhn's order.
Asked if this meant the
season would open as
scheduled April 8 with
Houston at Cincinnati in the
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NEW YORK — Baseball
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn
ordered major league spring
training camps to open
without further delay.
BASKETBALL
TULSA, Okla. — Creighton
University was admitted to
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York at Milwaukee in the
American, Miller replied:
-I think so. There's been no
threat of a strike by the
players. The whole thing has
been an owners' lockout."
Kuhn's action came several
hours after the executive
board of the Major League
Baseball Players Association,
meeting in Tampa, again
urged the opening of the
camps and the resumption of
the stalemated contract
negotiations with the owners.
At the same time, the
executive board declined to
either accept or reject the
owners' "best and final"
contract offer of Monday.
However, a spokesman for
Kuhn said the commissioner
had made up his mind before
Miller informed the owners'
player relations committee of
his executive board's decision
... or non-decision.
"While nobody is more
disappointed than I that we do
not have solid progress to a-
final agreement, the fans are
the most important people
around and their interests now
become paramount," Kuhn
said. "Opening the camps and
starting the season on time is
what they want."
Calvin Griffith, owner of the
Minnesota Twins, said he
hoped his team could plapita
first exhibition game Sury
against the Boston Red Sox.
-This isn't as much time as
I would like to have,
naturally," said Manager
Darrell Johnson of the
American League champion
Red Sox, who open the season
April 9. "The regulars will
need about 21/2 weeks to get
ready, but most of the pitchers
will need more time. But we
can overcome that just by
being careful with them at the
start of the season."
Johnson said he won't let
any pitcher go more than five
innings when the regular
season begins and will use
three or four pitchers a game
"until their arms are as strong
as they normally would be at
that time of the year. I won't
rush anybody for fear of in--
juries, but we'll get our work
done."
At least one manager,
Danny Ozark of the
Philadelphia Phillies, was
considering sprint drills and
intrasquad games during the
day and basic fundamental
drills at night until the
exhibition games begin to
make up for lost time.
General Manager Phil Seghi
of the Cleveland Indians felt
three weeks was plenty of
time to prepare for the season.
"Are you kidding?" he said.
"Certainly it's enough time.
The only reason spring
training starts so early is
because of tradition. Years
ago, teams used to break
camp early and barnstorm
northward during the last
week or two playing exhibition
games. But we don't do that
any more so three weeks is
plenty of time."
However, it likely will take
more than three weeks to
settle the dispute that led to
the owners' refusing to open
the training camps as
scheduled March 1. Another
owners' meeting is scheduled
here Saturday.
The players' executive
board asked that the Federal
Mediation and Conciliation
Service be brought into the
negotiations. The players
representatives also
requested that the basic
agreement, which has ex-
pired, be extended until a new
contract can be worked out
and that the no-strike, no-
lockout provision be rein-
stated.
The owners were stunned
Tuesday when Miller
announced his personal
,rejection of their latest offer
which contained the "one-and-
one" concession which would
have made any major leaguer
a free agent by playing out one
option year after the ex-
piration of his signed contract.
Many would have become free
agents at the end of the 1976
season and virtually all by the
end of the 1977 campaign.
But Miller and many player
representatives were
dissatisfied because the
proposal would have allowed
free agents to negotiate with a
maximum of eight teams
while the arbitrator's decision
in the historic Messersmith-
McNally case last December
gave pitcher Andy Messer-
smith of the Los Angeles
Dodgers the right to deal with
all 24 clubs. .
Miller was asked Wed-
nesday why the executive
board did not take a vote on
the issue, as expected.
"The document ( owners'
proposal) is incomplete," he
explained. "It left too many
open issues to be discussed.
There was nothing to vote on.
We considered the owners'
proposal carefully and found it
reflects considerable
progress. But additional
work is required by
negotiation. In the interim,
there is no justification for the
training camp lockout."
Although the owners had
insisted they would not change
"one colon, not one
semicolon," from their
Monday contract offer, owner
Brad Corbett of the Texas
Rangers said he felt the
opening of the camps would
increase the chances of
reaching a settlement.
"We will be in a better
position to talk to the
players," he said. "We can
communicate better with









You Pay The Largest Amount
Of The Two-You Can Buy
A Sport Coat And Get
Shirt And Slacks Free!
No Returns•No Refunds
VERNONS WESTERNSTORE
... Seel 1 Gam Sept ..- Mee 'mak amf.
Olympic Plaza 9-9 Weekedays
Murray, Ky. 753.418116 1-6 Sunday
"Boots & Shoes For Every sty Under Theban"
Radio thaek
CB ANTENNA SALE
SAVE $2.00 ON THE MOBILE
OR BASE STATION-ANTENNA













To your nearest participating
Radio Shack store for $2.00 off
the regular price of any CB
























'2 OFF WITH COUPON
ARMEN CI ANTENNAS BY RADIO SNACK
The world leader in CB for 16 years, Radio Shack makes its
own line of famous low-cost Archer antennas designed
specifically for the ultimate in communications and rugged
reliability. Save up to 15% during our get-acquainted sale
Thorn's only one place you can find it . Radio Shack.





































































































Giving anything away to the
UCLA Bruins can be costly.
Giving them the homecourt
advantage can be fatal.
The perennial NCAA
basketball champions appear
on the threshhold of another
West Regional title this year,
given the odds of a relatively
weak field and the surroun-
dings of cozy Pauley Pavilion
in Los Angeles.
' The fifth-ranked Bruins,
who won 98 straight games at
Pauley before a loss to Oregon
late this season, are heavily
favored against Pepperdine
tonight in one of two West
semifinal games. Nevada-Las
Vegas takes on Arizona in the
other.
"I'm happy to be home,"
said UCLA Coach Gene
Bartow, whose Bruins took the
Pacific-8 Conference title and
won their way into the
regional semis with an
opening-round victory over
San Diego State last Saturday.
The Bruins, perhaps not as
strong as in previous seasons
when they won 10 national
championships in 12 years,
will have an easier time
getting out of the West than
other teams in the far-flung
NCAA playoffs.
The most powerful of the
fields will be in the Mideast
-Regionals at Baton Rouge, 
La., where Indiana plays
Alabama and Marquette faces
Western Michigan. All four
.. teams are ranked in the
nation's Top Ten — No. 1
Indiana, No. 2 Marquette, No.
6 Alabama and No. 10 Western









In the East, undefeated
Rutgers, 29-0, seems to be the
class of the field. The fourth-
ranked Scarlet Knights play
Connecticut and DePaul
meets VMI at Greensboro,
N.C. Rutgers, incidentally,
can have the best single-
season record in NCAA
history by winning the
national championship. If the
sutprising team from New
Brunswick, N.J., goes all the
way, the Scarlet Knights will
wind up with a 33-0 record, or
one game better than North
Carolina's national champions
of 1957.
In the Midwest Regionals at
Louisville, Ky., it's Notre
Dame against Michigan and
Missouri vs. Texas Tech.
An intriguing battle shapes
up between two of the nation's
best centers — Kent Benson of
Indiana and Leon Douglas of
Alabama. Both teams have
speed and rebounding -- so it
will be power against power.
Marquette's edition this
year is one of Al McGuire's
best ever — a zone-breaking
squad that shoots well from
the outside, rebounds with
authority and runs at
breakneck speed. The
Warriors are solid favorites
over Western Michigan, a club
that won the Mid-American
Conference outright for the
first time in more than two
decades.
Notre Dame, ranked
seventh in the nation, rates as
a slim favorite in the Midwest.
The Irish, led by Adrian
Dantley, got into the regional
semifinals by edging Cin-
cinnati on a lastsecond basket
after the Bearcats, who had
all but won the game, made
their costliest turnover of the
season.
Blacks Hawks Grab Win
Over Maple Leafs, 6-5
By The Associated Press
For an agonizing moment,
the action was frozen.
Toronto goaltender Wayne
Thomas had done his job,
lunging into a point-blank shot
by Chicago's Pit Martin.
The puck trickled toward
the net, seven inches, six
inches, five inches away from
the goal line.
The score of the National
Hockey League game was tied
5-5 with the clock running
down. Six minutes, five
minutes, 41/2 minutes to go as
the puck sat there. Thomas
looked at it, Martin looked at
it, 13,700 pairs of eyes in
Chicago Stadium looked at it.
UNC- Charlotte Fired
High For NIT Match
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) — One of
the solid gold shows in New
York these days is "The Wiz,"
a modern version of that old
movie classic, "The Wizard of
Oz."
The story involves a girl
who is swept away in a root-
lifting Kansas twister and
finds herself in an odd, pic-
turesque land chasing a
rainbow and finding a magical
wizard who makes her dreams
come true.
If there's anything symbolic
attached to it, the North
Carolina-Charlotte basketball
'team went to see it Wednesday
night. The 49ers are chasing
rainbows, too — in the
National Invitation Tour-
nament title.
"This has been a dream
come true for me," said Lee
Rose, whose 49ers meet North
Carolina State tonight in an
NIT semifinal game. "I'm so
shook up I can't eat."
After Providence and
Kentucky play the opener of
the semifinal doubleheader at
Madison Square Garden, the
• TWO STEEL BELTS
• TWO POLYESTER RADIAL PLIES
AR78-13 Tubeless Whitewall
Was $40.50 each in 1976 Spring Big Book
Each now Set Of four now
OTHER SIZES AVAILABLE AT SIMILAR SAVINGS
Sears "48" $2145
BATTERY yobhide • is
Call Sears TODAY lor a Battery te lit your car
PRICES WIN APRIL S. 1976
• kites era C•1•164 Mos • 'slimy. lintallaiw !Ors
Carolina neighbors will have
their Civil War.
"It's really nothing per-
sonal, but I'd rather play
anyone else in the world than
North Carolina-Charlotte
right now," said North
Carolina State Coach Norm
Sloan. "There's no way we can
match their emotion. It isn't
enough that UNC-Charlotte is
a great team, that they're
trying to make a name for
themselves and that they want
revenge from a loss to us
earlier in the season. Now,
their coach's wife wants the
NIT championship for an
anniversary present."
Sloan's remark, delivered
deadpan at a press conference
Wednesday, was in reference
to a remark made kiddingly
by Rose. The 49ers' coach
joked that he had to win, "or
my marriage would be
dissolved. She wants the NTT
for our anniversary present."
The game has significant
meaning for UNC-Charlotte.
By The Associated Press
Apparently it only takes a
couple of days for the New
Orleans Jazz to forget most of
their basketball lessons.
"We won five games in six
nights and should have been
tired. Then we have two days
off and come out like
pussycats," Coach Butch van
Breda. Kolff snorted after the
Jazz dropped a 112-107
National Basketball
Association decision to the
crippled New York Knicks
Wednesday night.
John Gianelli scored 24
points and grabbed 13
rebounds in dominating three
New Orleans centers and
pacing the Knicks, who played
without All-Star guard Walt
Frazier, hospitalized with a
sore back. Pete Maravich led
the Jan with 28 points.
Bucks 109, Lakers 96
Gary Brokaw got hot in the
third quarter to lead
Milwaukee. Scoreless in the
first half, Brokaw delivered
nine points in a 21/2-minute
segment, helping the Bucks
convert a 68-65 deficit to a 76-
73 lead. Brokaw added five
more points and Dave Meyers
scored 10 of his 14 in the final
period.
The Lakers' Kareem Abdul-
Jabbar, hampered by foul
The 49ers have lived for some
time in the shadow of North
Carolina State's gaudy
Atlantic Coast Conference —
and life there hasn't been
easy, according to Rose.
"It's been tough building a
basketball program with those
ACC teams around," Rose
said. "You've seen our team
— we don't have much depth.
All we have is a lot of heart."
"They're a great basketball
team," said Sloan. "No
wonder most of the ACC teams
don't want to play them."
Before they stage the Battle
of the Carolinas, the opener
will feature an intriguing




"Our team is playing well
now," said Providence Coach
Dave Gavitt. "We were
physically banged up earlier
in the year, but we had a
week's rest before the start of
the NIT and this helped us.'
trouble, finished with 21
points, only eight in the second
half. Milwaukee center
Elmore Smith led all scorers
with 22.
76ers 108, Bulls 101
Doug Collins' lay-up gave
the 76ers a 75-74 lead late in
the third period and George
McGinnis' shooting helped
them widen the lead in the
fourth quarter. Fred Carter
led the 76ers with 24 points and
Collins had 23. Chicago's
Mickey Johnson topped all
scorers with n.
SuperSonics 122, Braves 111
Seattle climbed into a share
of second place in the Pacific
Division despite a season-high
52 points by Buffalo center
Bob McAdoo, matching his
career best. Seattle trailed
100-95 with 5:57 remaining but
guard Slick Watts, second in
the league in assists, began to
penetrate Buffalo's defense
and Seattle gained a 101-100
lead. Seattle was led by Fred
Brown's 37 points.
Rockets 124, Hawks 112
Houston broke a 110-110 tie
late in the game with 12
straight points. The Rockets
had six players in double
figures, led by Rudy Tom-
janovich with 24 points
Atlanta, minus both centers
and having both starting
forwards foul out, was led
Lou Hudson's 35.
CYSTIC FIBROSI
puts a kid's life
on the line.






A final lunge by Martin,
whose stick grazed the puck
with the tenderness of a
mother embracing her child.
Goal.
The 6-5 Chicago victory,
capped by Martin's tap-in,
was anything but a suprise to
Maple Leafs Coach Red Kelly.
"My defense turned into
Limburger cheese in the final
period," when the Black
Hawks mounted a three-goal
rally to win.
Rangers 3, North Stars 1
First-period goals by Pat
Hickey and Rod Gilbert sent
the Rangers to their second
victory in 12 games and
handed the North Stars their
eighth loss in nine. Former
Olympian Steve Jensen tallied
for Minnesota, while Ron
Greschner also scored for
New York.
Sabres 5, Seals 3
Danny Gare scored a goal




Don Luce and Gil Perreault
also tallied for the Sabres; Al
MacAdam, Jim Moxey and
Bob Murdoch hit for the Seals.
Nuggets Rally From Dead To
By The Associated Press
Bobby Leonard couldn't
think of anything good to say
after watching his Indiana
Pacers blow an 18-point lead
at home. So he didn't say
anything.
While Leonard refused to
talk to reporters, Denver
Coach Larry Brown said
enough for both of them.
"This has got to be the
greatest comeback I've ever
seen," Brown noted after his
Denver Nuggets staged a
miraculous rally to beat the
Pacers 111-106 Wednesday
night in the American
Basketball Association.
"It was really something
else. When the Pacers were
down by three with 28 seconds
to go, I knew they would take
the three-point shot. But I
never believed they would get
three of them wide open like
they did."
The Pacers, fighting to hold
onto the fifth and last playoff
spot, held a 54-36 advantage
midway through the second
period and led 98-86 after three
periods. But then the Nuggets,
led by David Thompson,
outscored the Pacers 25-10 in
the final period.
"I thought in the fourth
quarter we changed our tempo
a notch and we played awfully
well," said Brown. "Anytime
you outscore a team 25-10, you
played super defense."
In the other ABA games, the
Kentucky Colonels whipped
the Virginia Squires 130-115
and the New York Nets
stopped the Spirits of St. Louis
96-90.
Thompson, usually a for-
ward, started at guard for the
first time this season because
of Denver injuries and scored
36 points for the Nuggets.
Claude Terry's basket with
three minutes remaining gave
Denver its first lead since the
opening period, 105-104, and
Thompson scored four points
in the final two minutes,
helping the Nuggets to the
victory. The Pacers missed
three three-point shots in the
final 15 seconds of the game as
they lost their 17th home game
this year.
Colonels 130, Squires 115
Reserve Jim McDaniels had
one of his best games of the
season, scoring 21 points, as
Kentucky beat Virginia.
McDaniels, a journeyman
center who has played for
several teams in both the ABA
and the National Basketball
Association, played 22
minutes as a backup for Artis
Gilmore, who scored 27 points
and grabbed 10 rebounds.
Nets 96, Spirits 115
Julius Erving scored 34
points and Bill Melchionnt
stabilized New York's floor
game in the second half,
leading the Nets over St.
Louis. The victory by the Nets,
their seventh in 11 games over
St. Louis, foiled an effort by




Mardi - April Special
With This Coupon
"Service Suitt Our Business"
...and it all began a long long time ago with a BOAT.
if Queen Isabella and King Ferdinand had not provided the funds for ole Chris Columbus'
boat—things just might have been different Almost 300 years later there might not have
been a Declaration of independence and 200 more years we might not have been having a
bicentennial and where Happy Holiday Travel is now, might have still been the Happy Hun-
ting grounds for some Happy Indians! But history tells us that it all started with a boat!
Your happiness just might be greatly increased with a boat from Happy Holiday Travel,
Inc. Houseboat, Flote-Bote, Pontoon, Runabout, Ski Rig or Fishing boat—we stock them all.
They are honestly represented and demonstrated, without any obligation, to your
satisfication.
Houseboats in stock, built from glass, steel, or aluminum, priced from $11,950 to $56,000.
Fishing Boats from $295 up, Runabouts and Ski boats reasonably priced.
Don McClure Grayson McClure
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
Telephone 502-436-5483
PSG' S THE MUM%
Hearst Attorney To Present A
Closing Argument Today
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Patricia Hearst's final gesture
of defiance, two days after her
capture, was the last evidence
her jury heard as testimony in
her eight-week-old bank
robbery trial came to a
'dramatic end
'Gentlemen, the evidence is
'-'1osed," U.S. District Court
Judge Oliver J. Carter said
'Wednesday after the gover-
nment played for the jury a
'irofanity-tinted jailhouse
recording between Miss
Hearst and a childhood friend.
U.S. Atty. James L.
Browning Jr. and defense
counsel F. Lee Bailey planned
to present their closing
arguments to the jury of seven
women and five men today.
_Carter has said he will send
:the case to the panel Friday
. morning.
t, Bailey wrapped up his
tdefense by calling the
:tlefendant's mother,
'catherine Hearst, to testify
that the 22-year-old
newspaper heiress had been a
"warm and loving girl" prior
to her Feb. 4, 1974, kidnaping.
In 37 days, the jury heard
from 67 witnesses and had
more than 100 exhibits and
pieces of evidence to consider.
The government tried to
prove Miss Hearst willingly
participated in the robbery of
a Hibernia Bank branch 10
weeks after her kidaping. Her
attorneys argued she took part
in the holdup in fear of death
at the hands of her Sym-
bionese Liberation Army
captors.
Browning got the last shot
Wednesday, playing for the
himhed courtroom a taped
KIDNEY DANGER SIGNS—
KACHIL
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recording of Miss Hearst in
custody, bitterly protesting
her Sept. 18 arrest to friend




sarcasm arid salty epithets,
the 20-minute tape enraptured
the jury and was in sharp
contrast with the quiet
courtroom demeanor of Miss
Hearst.
Many of the jurors bowed
their heads and listened
intently. One sat with his eyes
closed the entire time, and a
woman juror stared almost
constantly at the defendant.
Miss Hearst and one of her
attorneys, Al Johnson,
followed the tape with a
transcript they shared. Bailey
left the courtroom and
prowled the corridor, smoking
cigarettes, until the tape was
concluded.
Miss Hearst appeared
unusually cheerful at a brief
"housekeeping" session in the
afternoon outside the presence
of the jury. She smiled and
chatted with an attorney while
others discussed legal mat-
ters.
With the exception of the
playing of the tape, Miss
Hearst appeared relaxed and
alert as her case neared the
jury. She flashed a smile when
her mother strolled to the
witness stand. Her father, San
Francisco Examiner
president Randolph A. Hearts,
had testified briefly Tuesday.
"She was a warm and loving
girl," Mrs. Hearst said. "We
always lived a very close
family life. She and I shared a
mutual enthusiasm for art so
we always had a great deal in
common."
Carter said throughout the
trial that only the jury could
determine whether Miss
Hearst was a convert to
terrorism when she robbed the
bank with four SLA members
at gunpoint. He told the jurors
Wednesday that the time for
their decision was near.
If convicted, Miss Hearst
could receive a maximum
sentence of 35 years in prison.
Man Can Pose Nude To
PlayGirl: Not Blueboy
MIAMI (AP) — Bill
Cashman, a fireman, says he
didn't mind posing nude for a
centerfold in a magazine for
women who like men. But he's
got a 62-million objection to
use of the picture by a
magazine for men who like
men.
Cashman, 28, said Wed-
nesday he decided to pose
nude for Playgirl magazine
"as a grin. I figured, what the
hell, if they wanted to use me,
I'd do it."
But he said when one of the
pictures showed up in a
promotional brochure for


















Ladies and Gents Invited
2 Miles Hwy. 94 East
"The whole thing has gotten
out of hand," said Cashman.
"I thought I'd get a lot of
Unemployment May Drop Fishing Right Bill Goes To
Below Expectation House And Senate for Approval
rate of inflation in the
economy now is about 6 per
cent, but he said he bellevai
the annual rise in the cost of
living can be reduced to 2 per
cent in two to three years.
The nation's inflation rate
has not been below 2 per cent
since 1965, when price
increases that year averaged
1.9 per cent. Prices rose 6.9
per cent last year, and the
administration is forecasting
a 5.9 per cent increase in 1976.
Simi repeated his intention
to st4 down as Treasu- ry
secretary at the end of this
year. "I'm going home in
December," he said.
He volunteered to reporters
there are "an awful lot of
people suggesting" that he run
for governor of New Jersey,
his home state, in 1977, but he
said, "I haven't made up my
mind."
laughs out of it ( Playgirl). I Pi,
figured I could meet a few
stray chicks through it."
Then one of the shots —
from Blueboy — was tacked to
the firehouse wall and labeled
"Station Two pump of the
month."
"Right away people think
I'm gay," Cashman said.
It was about then Cashman
went into circuit court against ,mmil,„,„.•
photographer David Vance I
and Blueboy, a Miami-based
magazine.
Cashman said in the lawsuit I TPSOTP
Ce_nt_urv,that he has b
een "em-
barrassed, ridiculed, held up
to public scorn and shame and I
suffered a loss of income and a Iwith 988
kiss of earning capacity"• cow
because of the Blueboy
brochures.
He said readers of Blueboy I Right or left hand retrieve.
and We, brochures "would coml. with line. 61 207
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Treasury Secretary William
E. Simon says the economic
recovery is better than anyone
predicted and that inflation
and unemployment may drop
sooner than exnected.
There is a "fair chance"
that unemployment will drop
to below 7 per cent this year
and also that inflation will
decline to about 2 per cent
within three years, Simon said
Wednesday.
It was the most optimistic
outlook for the economy yet
expressed by a top Ford ad-
ministration official and came
against a background of
reports of steady im-
provements in almost all
sectors of the economy.
"I don't know anyone who
forecast the vigor of the
economic recovery," Simon
said. He said he was
especially pleased with the
"very positive development"
of a record increase in new
housing starts reported by the
government Tuesday.
•'I think there is a fair
chance that unemployment
will be below 7 per cent at the
end of this year," Simon told
reporters. Last January, the
administration officially
estimated a jobless rate of
between 7 per cent and 7.5 per
cent by the end of the year.
Simon said the underlying
RECORD PRODUCTION
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — The
record production of 1975 will
burden producers of major food
crops during 1976, according to
extension economists at the
North Carolina State Univer-
sity.
They say supplies of most
crops increased in 1975, causing
a drop in prices and farmer
profits. Supplies are expected
to remain high during 1976, re-
sulting in a continuing price-
cost squeeze.




fishing rights to 200 miles off
the coast could put new
pressure on other nations to
extend their fishing zones.
The measure also could
create major new en-
forcement problems for the
U.S. Coast Guard, the federal
agency that would be charged
with patrolling the waters.
Row and Senate conferees
agreed Wednesday to a
compromise bill that would
extend the coastal fishing zone
claimed by the U.S. from the
current 12 miles to 200 miles
on March 1, 1977. The bill does
not change the present U.S.
three-mile territorial limit.
The measure now must go
back to the House and Senate
for approval. The Senate will
act first, possibly next week.
The bill is designed to
protect the livelihood of
American fishermen from
continued overfishing, largely
by foreign vessels, beyond the
existing fishing zone
established in 1966.
It would require all
domestic and foreign fishing
vessels to obtain federal
permits and comply with
conservation limits. Foreign
vessels would be denied
permits unless there are
surplus fish stocks beyond
U.S. fishermen's catch, except
where existing treaties apply.
The Japanese take about 16
per cent of their total fish off
U.S. coasts. The Russians land
slightly less than 10 per cent of
their total catch off the East
and West coasts and Alaska.
The compromise removed
Ford administration op-
position to the legislation, and
Rep. Leonor K. Sullivan, D-
Mo., who headed the con-
ference committee, said the
White House had assured her
President Ford will sign the
bill.
Ford had objected to a July
1, 1976, effective date adopted
by the House when it passed
the bill last October, saying he
favored giving the 144-nation
United Nations Conference on
Law of the Sea more time to
negotiate a new treaty.
That conference is holding
its third session in New York
this week. It was unable to
reach an agreement in the
first two sessions.
The compromise bill would
unilaterally extend U.S.
fishing authority but provides
that the extension would
expire if a multination law of
the sea treaty were agreed to.
Some sources at the United
Nations have said the U.S.
legislation could spur nations
attending the law of the sea
conference to adopt a long-
awaited, all-embracing
treaty. However, others say
the U.S. legislation may en-
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Cashman said that when Food
Vance took the pictures in Storage Container
1973, the agreement was to use
the poses-in-the-buff only in
Playgirl and in a
photographer's book of nudes
Vance was compiling.
He said Playgirl editors
contacted him after getting
Vance's photos and "wanted
to use me as a centerfold
model, but they wanted to
shoot their own pictures." He
said he earned $700 from
Playgirl and appeared under
the assumed name of Bill
Douglas.
But he said photos in the
other publications have
caused problems — like the
modeling assignment for a
National Dairy Association
commercial that fell through
because "they needed a red-
blooded, all-American type
guy."
An attorney for Blueboy
said Cashman's suit is
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Throttle control, extra
deep deck. Staggered 7-,n. wheels
LAYAWAY eliminate lawn scalping. 3 M.P. Briggs &
Stratton engine. Life-Gard safety protection.
NO EXTRA CHARGE 19-in. Lawn Boy Mower. ss21. 139.87
"WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL"
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Louisville 16-Year-Old
Has Quite a Birthday
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Bill Cook made his first solo
flight in an airplane when be
was 16. His son, Bill Cook, Jr.,
dreamed of doing the same
when he reached that age, and
adding some other feats.
Wednesday, the high school
sophomore put his plans into
action in an adventure-packed
birthday to top them all.
First the solo. Bill, Jr., was
up before dawn. By 7:30 a.m.
he was at the controls of a
single-engine plane with his
flight instructor, Rick
Chesson.
After several takeoffs and
landings, Chesson got out, and
Bill flew overhead by himself.
"Bill did a fine job," Chesson
said. Before anybody could
say much more, Bill, and his
family were off.
They hurried the short
distance to the state police
license examining station,
where Bill passed his tests in a
car, and became a licensed
driver on the ground.
Then they headed for
Bardstown, 30 miles south of
Louisville, and the Green
County Sport Parachute
Center, where the birthday lad
received instructions on how
to leap from a plane with a
parachute.
After several hours of
lessons, he popped out of a
plane at 2,900 feet, opened the
chute, and floated to earth
without problems.
Then it was back to
Louisville, where George
Troutman, a local balloonist,
was ready to inflate his hot-air
craft.
Shortly, he and Bill were
soaring over the countryside,
and Troutman was giving
instructions on how to
maintain elevation and how to
land safely. They landed about
50 minutes later on an eastern
Jefferson County farm some 8
miles away.
Bill's mother, who was on a
trip to New York, had said
before leaving, "I'm glad I'm
not going to be there Wed-
nesday."
His father, an inspector with
the Federal Aviation
Administration, wouldn't have
missed the fun. "When I saw
Bill flying alone, it seemed
that I was living my life over
again."
Bill's brother, Sam, 12, who
also went along, is already
planning some one-
upsmanship when he turns 16.
"I'm going to do all that and




LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
The Kentucky Registry of
Election Finance will ask
Kentucky State Police to
question Pike County strip
miners about alleged illegal
contributions to Gov.. Julian
Carroll's election campaign.
L. Stanley Chauvin, registry
chairman, said Wednesday ae
intends to give state polire a
list of all strip miners who
were operating in Pike County
in the days befor! the
November 1975 electini and
have the police question
"every one of them."
The registry has held
several hearings on
allegations that Pike County
coal operators, fearing dif-
ficulty in getting permits
during the coming ad-
ministration, were pressured
in the last days of the Carroll
campaign into contributing as
much as $500,000.
No contributions ap-
proaching that amount were
reported to the registry.
Chauvin told registry
members at their meeting
Wednesday that the pr9be has
turned up "no violation of any
of our statutes."
But he said "the .nature and
magnitude of the allegations"
are such that the investigation
should be pursued.
"There is no way, given our
preliminary investigations, to
close the investigation now,"
Chauvin said. •
The registry voted to take
testimony in abcut two weeks
from another witness, Pike
County coal man John Jack
Adkins, and also to subpoena
state Sen. Kelsey Friend, I)-
Pike County. Friend was said
to have made the reservations
for a $100-a-plate dinner Oct.
27 at the Pikeville Motel
during which solicitations are
Doctor
in the Kitchen'
by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council
THE FAT-SOLUBLE VITAMINS
Vitamin A, the first of the fat-
soluble vitamins, is best known for
its prevention of night blindness.
But it's also important in main-
taining your skin and mucous
membranes. Without enough
vitamin A, the moistness and
phability of your eyelids would
dry up Dry rough, itching skin
could also result.
PROOF OF vitamin A's impor-
tance was dramatically demon-
strated in Denmark during World
War II. Because of extreme short-
ages of this vitamin over a long
period of time, Danish children
developed an eye disease called
xerophthalmia They had been
getting only skim milk. Many lost
their eyesight.
When whole milk was restored
to the diets of Danish children, the
disease was brought under con-
trol. The factor needed was the
vitamin A in milk fat and butter.
And what does vitamin D do for
us!
ALL OF our tone structures
exist have a proper balance of
calcium and phosphorus if they
are to grow and maintain them-
selves. Vitamin D assists in get-
ting calcium and phosphorus from
the intestinal tract into the blood
at then it again sees to it that
calcium and phosphorus are
deposited in bone where they are
needed. If this process fails, for
hack of vitamin D. bones do not
calcify. In the young, such disease
is known as rickets. In older per-
sons, osteoporosis, a bone-sof-
tening process, results from lack
of vitamin D and of foods such as
milk, rich in calcium and phos-
phorus.
Because milk is our major
source of calciurn. nutritionists
long ago recommended that milk
be fortified with vitamin D. To-
day, most milk is. Read the label.
It's true that sunshine striking
our skin triggers the production of
vitamin I) in our bodies but with
variations in weather, especially
in winter, this source is not evenly
reliable.
A WORD of warning Vitamin D
can be toxic So don't go dosing
yourself with vitamin D pill sup-
plements. Infants and adults need
400 I.U.'s ( International Units) of
Vitamin D daily. That's the a-
mount in a quart of vitamin D
milk.
And what of vitamins E and IC'
Vitamin E unites with oxygen to
help prevent blood cell ruptures
caused by oxidising agents such as
the peroxidea in unsaturated fatty
acids. The daily need for viamin E
may be related to how much
polyunsaturated fats you con-
sume.
Vitamin K is metal for nor-
mal blood coagulation, and recent
research has shed It on how it
assists in blood dotting. We get
vitamin K in our food and it is also
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alleged to have occurred.
The registry turned over
copies of the file on its in-
vestigation to state Atty. Gen.
Robert Stephens and Pike
County Commonwealth's
Atty, John Paul Runyon.
Stephens said his staff is
preparing the list of strip
miners to be questioned by
state police.
Runyon said "we'll take a
deliberate look at it," though
he added that coal operators
he has questioned informally





From NATIONAL WEATHER SE VICE
THIRTY DAY WEATHER MAP — This is the outlook for
the nation's weather for the nest thirty days in terms of
precipitation Ind temperature, according to the
National Weather Service in Washington, D. C
(A? Wirephoto)
Paducah Naval
Base To Be Closed
Press fp and that he had
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville,
and Sen. John Berry, D-New
Castle, were named the
outstanding legislators of the
1976 Kentucky General
Assembly Tuesday by the
Capitol Press Corps.
The poll of reporters
covering the legislative
session also named Clarke and
Berry the representative and
senator who worked most "in
the public interest."
Clarke is a 42-year-old at-
torney serving his fifth term in
the House. He is chairman of
the House Committee on
Appropriations and Revenue.
Berry, 40, is also an at-
torney. He was elected to the
Senate in 1974.
Rep. Buddy Adams was
named outstanding freshman
representative. He is a
Democrat from Bowling




The title of best House
orator went to William
Brinkley, D-Madisonville, a
former broadcaster and
writer who is serving his first
term in the House. Sen. Gene
Huff, London, a Pentecostal
minister serving his second





lawyer serving his fifth term,
and Herbir Deskins, D-
Pikeville, an attorney serving
his second term, and Fresh-
man Chuck Hardwick, R-
Batsey.
Sen. John Lackey, D-
Richmond, and Sen. Nelson
Allen, D-Greenup were
awarded the title of most
colorful senator.
Named outstanding
representatives in the interest






In the Senate, Senate Floor
Leader Tom Garrett, D-
Paducah, shared the title with
Republican Caucus Chairman
Walter Baker, R-Glasgow.
The Iron Gets Dam, built
jointly by Romania aad Yugo-
slavia, produces more power




PADUCAH, Ky. ( AP) — The
commander of the Naval
Reserve Facility at Paducah
was surprised to hear that his
unit was among dozens of
military operations to be shut
down in a sweeping Pentagon
economy move.
The Pentagon announced
Wednesday that it was
shutting down or reducing
activities at 80 Navy and other
military bases in an effort to
save $56 million a year.
The Paducah facility, the
announcement said, will be
"disestablished and closed by
June 30."
Lt. Cmdr. William Rice said
the 65 members of his reserve
unit at Paducah are under the
command of the Naval
Training Center at Memphis,
received no word of the
closing from the center.
"I have no official word of
any such announcement,"
Weather May Lead Soviet I




weather has damaged much of
the Soviet Union's winter
grain crop and that Russian
farmers will be forced to
replant large areas this
spring, according to the
Agriculture Department.
The development is leading
U.S. officials to say there may
be higher-than-normal Soviet
grain buying abroad, possibly
in the United States. That
would be good news for grain
growers and the agriculture
industry at large. Whether it
translated into higher
American consumer prices
would depend on the U.S.
grain harvest this year.
The Agriculture Depart-
ment has been saying for
some time that the Soviet
winter wheat crop got off to a
poor start last fall as a result
of drought. Thus, when winter
cold forced plants into dor-
mancy they were not
adequately developed to
survive.
''Cold weather in February
threatened this vulnerable
crop still more, particularly in
the south where snow cover




other grains is probable."
One favorable development
for the Soviet Union has been
that "snow has continued to
pile up" in areas where spring
wheat will be planted,
meaning that the outlook for
soil moisture appears good.
Assistant Secretary of
Agriculture Richard E. Bell
said last week that the Soviet
winter wheat crop was in poor
shape. Winter wheat accounts
for about 40 per cent of total
production, with the
remainder coming from crops
planted in the spring, he said.
But most of the wheat
procured by the Soviet
government for city con-
sumers comes from winter
crop areas, Bell said. Most of
the spring crop is consumed
on farms where it is produced.
"I think the possibilities of
having a normal winter wheat
crop in the Soviet Union ( this
Rice said. And, he added,
"until we hear directly, we are
going ahead full steam."
Since the base only houses
the reserve unit, he said, "the
closing will not put anyone out
of work here.
"If the base is closed, then
our reservists who wish to will
have to seek attachment at




VIENNA ( AP) — Christmas
was made especially joyful for
many inhabitants of senior citi-
zens' homes in Vienna who re-
ceived small but lively gifts
from the Vienna Society for the
Breeding of Canaries.
Realizing that many old
people are lonely and want
very much to have a pet de-
spite confined surroundings, the
society donated a great number
of the little warblers as a spe-
cial holiday remembrance.
Just for You!
year) is nil," Bell said. "1
think it will be below normal."
Bell added that without a
normal winter wheat crop
"the chances of above-normal
imports into the Soviet Union
are higher than they would be
under normal conditions."
Even with evidence that
there has been a deterioration
of Soviet winter grain
prospects, officials caution
that it is still too early to make
predictions on what the total'




— Bermuda is host for an inter-
national festival for the first
time, in January and February.
Thirty-three consecutive eve-
nings are bringing 13 programs
of instrumentalists,opera stars,
mime theater, drama, dance
and magic to Bermuda's capi-
tal city.
Hamilton's City Hall Theater
will have the majority of con-
certs.
Bermuda Festival "76 is un-
der the auspices of the govern-
ment of Bermuda with the co-
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Mrs. Jo Reeder, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Mary R. Sykes,
Box 344, Murray, Mra.
Patricia G. Rowe, 1617 W.
Main, Murray, Miss Anita K.
Cunningham, Zimmerman
Apts., Murray, Mrs. Beverly
D. Carson, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Kenn M. Perkins, 1501
Belmont, Murray, Viet Hoai
Vo, 314 N. 1Fth., Murray, Mrs.
Judy Walker, 1005 Catalina,
Murray, Mra. Lurline Davis,
337 Willow, Mayfield, Mrs.
Annie M. Tharpe, 101
Chestnut, Murray, Albert L
Grubbs, RI. 2; Puryear, Tn.,
James W. McDaniel, Rt. 1,
Box 152, Big Sandy, Tn.,







is accepting applications for
an operating room technicians
course to begin in September.
Applicants must be at least
17 years of age, be in excellent
physical and merge health,
have a high school diploma or
the GED, and furnish good
references.
The program is 39 weeks in
length and trains the student
to perform specific functions
in the operating room or other
areas of asepsis. 'The trainee
acquires basic skills in
scrubbing and circulating for
selected operations, ing*ling
the performance of duties
required before and after the
operation.
Employment is generally
found in cities having
hospitals with large surgical
departments. The ap-
proximate starting salary
range is $500 to 1550 per
month. Graduates of the
program should be willing to
relocate for placement in
available Jobs.
Applications may be filed at
the Health Occupations
Building between the hours of
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Marine Sergeant Hotline L
Boyd, son of Mrs. Dorothy
Boyd of Route 5, Murray, has
been promoted to his present
rank while serving at the
Marine Corps Air Station,
Cherry Point, N. C.
He Joined the Marine Corps
in April 1969.
LEAGUE TO MEET
The newly formed Murray
chapter of the Isaac Walton
League will meet Sunday,
March 21, at 3 p.m. at the Ellis
Community Center. Persons
desiring more information
about the organization should
contact Joe Palermo, Rt. 1,
New Concord.
VA MAN HERE
Max Miller, a veterans
counselor of the Department
for Human Resources,
Kentucky Center for Veteran!'
Affairs, will be at the Murray
American Legion Home, 8th
and Maple Streets, between
the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 3:30
p.m. on Thursday, March 18,
to assist veterans and their
dependents with claims for
benefits due them as a result
of their military service.
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Let ROSES help you count
them. . . Bring the whole family








Create your own style . . . No iron muslin for total care free . . .




For the embroidery look, liaised Prints in a terrific
selection of 45-inch width prints. With these 50%
polyester, 50% cotton prints you can create your
own style of cbthing.
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Lovely "Picnic" pattern that's illusions of multicolored gingham
sprinkled with lovely little daisies. Select twin or full size sheets or






TISSUE PAP R TOWELS
I Package of tour role, Farr*








The economy pack *nth nine
Trac Nshaving cartridges.




















D=L shavers give weeks &w








Contains Tom Nfazor and
five shaving cartridges





Package of 20, 20-23 gallon






Men's Numbered Football Shirts mode of
100% Ryles. Several colors to choose
from le Sizes S-NI-L-XL.
Six different kinds . . .
PANTRY PACK
1 N3E,La
Box of 15 Pantry Pack. Choose Milky Way (25-5/18-
oz. net wt.), 3 Musketeers (27-3/18-oz. net wt.),
Snickers (23-7/18-oz. net wt.), Mars Aknond (22-1/2-





Cheer, Tide, Gain, or Bold
RosesLowPrice
Laundry Detergent
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1 Resort 4 Dress bor-
4 Greeting dem
6 thrre name 5 AnilrY
11 Christian 6 AP*
festival 7 Hurried
13 Mare insane 5 Pallid's°
15 Near 9 A state
16 Form 4 mon- fabbr I
III image of 10 Weirder
18 A state 12 Note of
labbr / scale
19 Syrnbal I or 14 irritates
rubidium 1706141ns
21 Let it stand 20 Harsh, cyst- .
22 Metal ing noise 15
!wen., 23 Man a 38 Play a banjo
24 Rail bird n ick n am• 391.44403
26 Greenland 24 A continent 41 Flesh
settlement (Mob r 1 43 Wiped out
28 Confederate 25 AO" 27 Green 
44 Note of
were! scale
29 The pineap. 30 Winglike 46 Liquid
31 C 




33 Rupees 35 ake ready 48 monk





























needs dependable person M-
F who can work without
supervision in Murray. Cm-
tact customers. Age unim-
portant, but maturity is. We
train_ Wrtte J J. Dick,
Pres., Southwestern
Petroleum, Ft Worth, Tx.
EOF























64 3.ntParent (col -
lOg













gititi J. r NOVI
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be submitted by 12








WOULD I SAO rr WAS







wen hem Cervette Inese
•
Siva it a treeee. Bovollei
MT be se year dirty.
Corvette Lanes
753-220T
across trees Nesse Texaco
RAYMOND HENSLEY
now associated with Bill
Riley at the Down-




of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.






WE SAT BEHIND A POLE











* Bel-Air ** *




all he ~Mee at NT*
MR mar*. Merck rbsa,









whereabouts of Larry E.
Scott, last known ad-
dress was Wildflecken,
Germany from 1965 to
• 1967. Please contact
Frank Rutherford,












WE THE CHILDREN of
Otis W. Harrison would
like to express our
appreciation and thanks
to our neighbors and
friends for flowers and
food that was sent in
memory of our father.
and to the Drs. Hugh
Houston and Jackson
who did all in their
power in administering
medical help for him,
and we can never forget
the staff at West View.
They were so kind and
gentle to him in his last
days. Thank you, and
the funeral service was
so sweet.
(tank you Dr. Fisher and
Dr. Whittaker for those
kind words. Thank you
Guss Robertson Jr. and
Richard Jones, also to
Charlotte Small, his
granddaugher. He
would have been so
. pleased. To the
pallbearers and Golden
. Age Club for the comfort
received from the staff






TED, to come to my
home for 2 girls, ages
Ph and 8 years 3:00 to
12:30. Phone 492-8746.
EXPERIENCED cashier
for local grocery. Please
write giving experience,
references age and
marital status. Box 32Y,
Murray, Ky.
NEED SOMEONE to
mow and take care of
Sinking Springs
Cemetery. Call Bill
Collins, 753-3696, or Jim
K uykenda II, 753-6603
















wants yards to mow.
Call 753-2632.







Post Office. Call 753-
3283.
FOR LARGE cycle, 1970








already cut. Contact D.
W. Fox 753-9811 after 6.
or 753-6231.
OLD MAGAZINES,
before 1940, old toys,
military items, political
buttons, Coca-Cola
items, Books by Jesse
Stuart. Call 753-3746 or
write Collector, Route 3,
Box 99, Murray, Ky.
USED FURNITURE.
Especially metal
gliders, will repair and
paint if needed, also
baby bed. Call 753-3593.
GOOD USED PING pong




















CLEAN RUGS, like new,
so easy to do with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Be!
Air Shopping Center.
140. P. WHEEL HORSE
riding mower with
grader blade. Plow, cart
and tire chains. Call 753-
4657 after 4 p. m.
MILLIONS OF rugs have




Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
FREELS WHOLESALE,
216 South 17th, Paducah,
Ky. Doors, windows,











Call 753-6606 after 5:30




useful tools. Call 758-
9216.
ROUGH WESTERN RED
cedar beams. 16' t 24',
long. Call 354-6392 or 713-
8588.
TILLERS, Tillers, tillers
3 H.P. chain drive,
$169.95. 5 H.P. chain
drive, $189.95. All with B
& S engines. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenr.
FOR ALL YOUR FEN-
CING NEEDS. Call AAA
Fence Supply Co., 1444-
6865, Paducah, Ky.
BOX SPRINGS and
mattress for sale. New
$45.00 each, set $85.00.




model 51081 - $229.95.







maker, white. Call 753-
1518.
ELECTROUUX SALES




and Service, 50) Maple




On CASE 646, front
loader and garden
tractor with plow, disc
and 48" mower. All
hydraulic. Original cost









sale. 1966 David Brown
990 Selectamatic farm
tractor. Good condition.
Call 354-6392 or 753-8560.
1807 INTERNATIONAL
backhoe, good condition.
Call 1-3544392 or 753-
8560.
CRAWLER LOADER
1970 International with 4





canvas, new blade. Call
753-6210 after 4 p. m.
35 MASSEY FERGUSON
tractor, like brand new.
Two row John Deere
corn planter. Manure
spreader. 7' drag disc.






TWO ROW John Deere
planter, 6 row boom
spray with 55 gallon
barrel. Freeman front
end loader with 2
buckets, one 6', 1






rotary mowers. See at
Hazel, Ky., at Union 76
Station.
TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, I row
with tools. Both for







motor, Mark 58, 45 h. p.
Good condition $250.00. .
Call 753-8221 6 a. m. to 3411
p. m. Ask for Ricky
Peal.
REGULAR SIZE pool
table. $60.00. Call 753-
3494 or 753-2720.
BOAT, V-BOTTOM
aluminum, 14'. Call 753-
5306.
16 FT. SWISS 6, fiberglass
boat, 90 h. p. Johnson
motor, trailer. $945.00."
See at 1602 Hermitages%






753-5915 after 5 p. m. Joe
Pat Ward.
FULL SET OF ladies
power built golf clubs.
Also bag. Call 753-1347.
11 VINS,I
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo '-
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris, '
Tennessee. Also The





made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, phone 1-
443-7323.
FOR SALE 1964 pickup.
Copper colored upright,
oven on top, stove for
sale. Call 753-8218.
TWO STORY oak log
barn. Excellent con-
ciiton. Call 753-0870.
GE 4 Channel AM-FM
stereo with 8 track.
$220.00. Call 753-0148.
12 x 89 ALL electric,
trailer. Call 901-247-3387.
1e74, 12x79 mobile home,„,
Take over payments.i
Call 753-4330.




1172 MOBILE HOME, 12








heat and air con-
ditioning. Underpinning.
May be seen by ap-
pointments. Phone 753-
0399.
WE BUY used mobile
hoines. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226
OR CARE TAKE a house
in country. Prefer New
Concord, Hazel area.
Call 436-2433 or 753-9293.
WANT TO RENT ap-
proximately 3 acres
tobacco with barn and
sticks. Call 753-7485.
THREE ROOM apart-
ment for rent. Available
March 1. Call 753-2299.
THREE ROOM furnished
apartment, carpeting,
garbage disposal lots of
closets. Can be seen at
Owens' Food Market,
1487W. Main.
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2. Apartments For Rent
THREE ROOM UN-
FURNISHED apart-
ment, 206 E. Poplar.
Call 753-1767.
MURRAY MANOR













. apartments, one or two
. bedroom, unfurnished,
except stove and
- refrigerator, water bill







Also nice room for older





weekly or monthly rent.
Kellys Pest Control, 100
South 13th.
1 and 38 hundredths acres
dark fired tobacco.






now. No pets. Call 753-
3942.
IRISH SETTER. Call 753-
8681.
HOUSEHOLD & EQUIPMENT AUCTION
Sat., Mardi 206, 10 a. ne.
Unless a liewepoor of rain or mon Hazel, Ky.
East *ad of Stet. Liao Road at Coy Lamb Macs.
Many items added to the Lamb sale, including
extra nice 1/2 beds, springs, mattresses, chest,
dresser, night stand and curio pieces and all
match. Chair, chest, breakfast set, iron beds,
feather bed, real nice and corrunon quilts, old
quilt box, large office desk & chairs, "Gone With
The Wind" lamp, 37" solid cherry coffee table,
record player, adding machine, nice pictures &
frames, old handmade dining and water tables, 4
burner oil stove, Flo-Blue bowl & pitcher, large
ironstone pitcher, new cedar churn complete,
8 gallon jar, crocks, bean kettle, dinner bell,
preserve stand, pickle dish, glass salt cellar, 2
large crock salts, 2 nice curved top trunks, slat
. irons, butter molds, one pound crocks, nice split
. basket, porch swing, antique pistols, mantle
: clock, key wind and other watches, Indian head
-pennies, razors, any amount of good
miscellaneous. A Farm-All tractor, new tires, tie
disc and cultivators, 3 point hitch, blue Ford
mower, 6' long. McCurdy 180 bushel metal grain
wagon. Long wheel base pickup topper, extra
heavy lights & insulation. 4' window awning, 31"
Lancaster chain saw, 60' plastic well pipe and
float valve, also hand pump. Detailed an-
nouncement day of sale.
Nit,espesal• ter eschews
ints & Drinks
Call 753-3375 Douglas Shoemaker for in-
formation.
SPRING IS AT HAND and we can offer
you some of the finest building lots
for your new home. We also have a
selection of new three-bedroom brick
homes at prices you can afford.
Check our listings below, then call or
come by our office for further details
on these and other property.
LIKE NEW 3 br brick, with loads of extras.
$32,000..
3 BR double-wide mobile home, with house fur-
niture. See to appreciate.
90 Acre Farm, 5096 tendable. $22,500.
Large mobile home lot, on Ky. 200. $2,500.
6 Acre Commercial Tract, on US441, North.
2 BR brick home at 1307 Overby Street.
NEW 3 br brick, 1/2 bath, 2 miles SE of Murray
3 BR aluminum siding home at 208 Poplar Street.
50 Acre Farm, over 50% tenclable. $30,000.
2 Bay Gas Station, near downtown Murray.
65 ACRES, with a salvageable frame house.
$13,500.
3 BR frame house on a one acre tract, South US-
641.
12 ACRES with feed-lot facilities and barns, Ky.
121, NW.
375 ACRE Cattle Farm, 310 acres fenced
$85000.
To Buy-See Us!
To Sell-List with Us!
Fulton Young
Realty, Inc.
408 So. 4th St. Phone 753-7333
Office Hears: Mon-Fri II:30 AM-5:00 PM,
Sot 8:30 AM-12 Moon
Home Phones:
Fulton E. Young 753-4946, Ishmael Stinson
753-3744










shots. ;35.00. Call 753-
6153.
IRISH SETTER, 18







lines. Call 7534412 or
753-0957 after 4 p.m.
41 Pub tic Saes









and Saturday. 9-5. The
Curious Shop, 1306 Main.
BE THE first in Calloway





the tracts can be
measured in hectares
we still sell them for




505 Main St., Murray,






continue to climb. Now
is the time to buy that lot
on which to build your
dream home. Now of-
fering 55 fine lots in
Westwood Subdivision.
Only 10 per cent down
and balance to be paid
off over 5 years. Some as
little as $300 down and
monthly payments for
only 58.50. Now on city
sewer system. Buy now
build later. Call Guy
Spann Realty, 753-7724.
FOR LISTING and selling
ycitir property, see Boyd-
Majors Real Estate, 105
North 12th, 753-8080 or
call any of our








love this well-built brick
older home on large lot.
Home has 4 bedrooms, 2




Central gas heating and
lovely hardwood floors
are extra fine features
of this quality home.
Phone Bill Koppernd,
753-1222 for an ap-
pointment You can rely








drapes, range and dish-
washer, all in excellent
condition. Only
$28,750.00. Call Moffitt
Realty Co., 206 South
12th, 753-3597.
Appresimmileir EV eine el
epee 11,1 Imal la Impeders
and fesam...prks brides





located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE
44 lots For Sale
APPROXIMATELY
THREE acres, well,




frontage on Highway 641
at Almo Heights. Call
753-1753.
45 Firms For Sale
BY OWNER, Bottom land
farm. 133 acres, 87 acres
in cultivation with
timber. 700 lbs. burley,



















LARGE 10 room frame
house, 2 baths, central
gas heat, air con-
ditioning. Carpeting, 2













in mid 20's. Two
bedrooms, 1½ bath, new
carpet, 1,600 square feet






Estates: • L" shaped
ranch style home.
Professionally land-
scaped court in front.
Large redwood fenced
patio in back. Three






heat and air, good closet




cottage at Ky. Lake.
Thls 2 br. cottage can
be your dream home
at the lake for very
little money plus
some work finishing











rented. A sound in-
vestment.
Lots of room at a
budget price. 3 br.













After Sine p. ra. cal Guy
Spans 1S11-flii, Leafs*
keer 733-31/0, Jack Pse-






central heat and air,
double carport. 11/2
baths. Fenced yard,
near high school. Call
436-2399.
BY OWNER. Three large
bedrooms, large built-in




Friday t.. - /Rani 15, 1V75 5:110 p. 1101 Story Am.
Lid IGA
Leaving town must sell. House of furniture, ap-
pliances, glass, china and small items. Extra
fancy antique dining room suite, table, 5 chairs,
glass door china cabinet and buffett, nice
refrigerator, automatic washer, almost new
color TV, nice stereo console, French Provincial
living room suite, recliner and odd chairs, nice
bedroom suite, bedroom suite with twin or bunk
beds, small appliances, glass, china and cooking
utensils. Sale will be held inside. For informaiton
call: CHESTER & MILLER AUCTION SERVICE
433-4121 es 435-4144 twin Greve
citeal
cEstaki
By Reahor Fred Barber
Purdom and Thumian Real Estate
BUYING VS RENTING
To buy or to rent. that is
the question_ Both have
their place. Fink renting can
be the answer for families
who know they'll only be in
the area for a short tine or
who prefer not to contend
with maintenawce. Ni also
the on solution for anyone
with istsufficient funds for
the desalt payment ow . a
home
The swain disadvantage of
renting is a financial one. As
Wog cosh rbe - so do rents
A lease may prated your
temporarily, Not when ft es-
pies the imidlord is free to
increase the rent - even Na-
der rent control when
fustilled. Rent payment can-
not be deducted from is
tax as the hontermser
can deduct real estate tales
and interest on the mor-
flatiortgagYpwe P41:::toenb4IlleroUou Yougagaigs1401-
home. You'll also be
everfinaeciaiPieasanmafltdfin.surprised.yeownenew patsrmentsto rtindu
it ails° 14 on e of the 
best
voill remain level while your
resale value - especially in
th6. 411'0 - continue tor e
V there is anything we can
d°,147 hell, you in Ilse Reid of
rem estate plow phone or
efrolt g m VURDOM &
THURMAN MAIL ESTATE,
407 Maple St., Merray.
119"14' 753-4431. We're 
bore
to he.
FOLLOWING ARE JUST SOME OF OUR MANY LISTINGS- IF YOUR DREAM HOME IS
NOT AMONG THEM GIVE US A CALL WE WILL HELP YOU FIND IT.
UNDER $30,000
Nice older home in Hazel - 80 x 100' lot. Newly
redecorated, new concrete porches, gas heat, 5
bedrooms, over 2,000 sq. ft. living area. Priced to
sell -$9,995.
Neat, compact home in county on Hwy. 464 has 2
bedrooms, electric heat partially fenced yard,
excellent garden spot, abundant water supply.
Price-310,500.
Just in time for summer vacation season - fur-
nished cottage on beautiful 1 acre Lakeview lot in
Panorama Shores. 3 bedrooms, fireplace, out-
side storage. $12,950.
Many good possibilities on this property listed
near University -4 bedroom frame on lot 70' x
272'. House is two story with partial basement,
gas heat, formal dining area. A real buy at
$14,900.
Excellent buy for the Newlyweds!! Neat 2
bedroom home with stained wood siding, central
gas heat, shag carpet, Interior by Edwards.
Check this one! Location could be investment -3
bedroom, aluminum siding, electric heat, some
carPeleing - $22,500-
Near University - Neat 3 bedroom, trick veneer
home with electric heat, some carpet, single car-
port -$24,900
Reduced to $22,900 - about 6 miles out on 1 acre
lot -3 bedroom brick veneer home features large
family room. Electric heat, carpet, range,
refrigerator, washer, dryer, carport.
Near shopping centers, groceries - 2 bedroom
brick veneer and wood home with electric heat,
den, formal dining area, concrete drive, outside
storage building. $27,600.
Heat bills got you down? Check this great buy -
reduced to $28,000 - has central gas heat, central
electric air, nice size den with fireplace, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, extra large utility room.
Newly remodeled and decorated home near
Murray Middle School has full dry basement, 3
bedrooms, central gas floor furnace, formal
dining and fireplace. $26,750.
In North tuns - near new city park - a superb buy
In this newly, decorated 3 bedroom brick veneer
with carport, paved drive. This home has
economical central gas furnace, carpeted living
room, built-in range, oven, & refrigerator. Fine
out building with potential income. $22,400.
Farm atmosphere on 3 acres with 3 bedroom
frame home. Fireplace. Some out buildings.
Located on paved road 3 miles south of Lynn
Grove, $15,000.
Wooded lots near Kentucky Lake has 3 bedroom,
1/2 bath crypress siding home. Sepifrate
workshop could be used for apartment or sum-
mer rental. Call us for further details.
Like living in the country? Then see this 4
bedroom, 2 bath brick veneer house on 2 acres.
Full basement. 4 good outbuildings. Fenced area
for horses. First time offered for $28,500.00.
$30,000 to $50,000
In Bagwell Manor - Neat 3 bedroom, 2 bath brick
veneer home with central gas heat, central elec-
tric air, carpet, disposal, range, and dishwasher,
garage on 100' z150' lot.
Vacation living all year in beautiful 3 bedroom,
21/2 bath home at Panorama Shores. Beautiful
lake view from 3 sides, lake access, triple garage
for that boat - 2 porches plus a balcony. Inside
there are two fireplaces, den, formal dining
room, carpet, electric heat, kitchen with
disposal, range and dishwasher.
Attractive and practical is this 3 bedroom, 2 bath
brick with central electric heat and air,
cathedral ceiling and fireplace in family room,
carpeting, therinapane windows, garage, 1.2
acre lot. Reduced to $34,000.
Quality home in county has complete living quar-
ters in the large walk-out basement, in addition
to the 3 bedroom, 2 bath main floor. Formal
dining area, fully carpeted, microwave oven,
disposal, range, dishWasher, compactor, double
garage, redwood deck, and 1 acre lot.
Extra nice duplex has 2 bedrooms and one bath
on each side. Redwood Patio for each side. Cen-
tral gas heat, central electric air. Large 20' x 30'




B.B. Hook - 753-23117
Andre Moody - 7534036
Berbers Envie - 753-4136
Beautiful 5 bedroom, 2 bath, brick veneer home
In excellent location. Extra large family room,
formal dining room, central electric heat, and
air, many built-ins in kitchen, fireplace, built-ins
in two bedrooms, full walk-out basement, double
garage.
Lovely 4 bedroom, 2 bath home on beautifully
shaded lot offers privacy as will as convenience
to schools and shopping areas. Redwood-sided
exteriors, den with fireplace, range, dishwasher,
disposal, carpeting are other quality features.
Good central location with this home near shop-
ping, schools, university -4 bedrooms, 21/2 baths,
central gas heat, 2 fireplaces, three-quarters
basement, den, double garage, patio.
Beautiful 3 bedroom, 2 bath brick veneer home
on quiet street. Home has electric heat, formal
dining area, den, carpet, fireplace, disposal,
range dishwasher in kitchen, many large closets,
double garage.
Many unique features, including a spiral stair-
case, 2 fireplaces, quality appliances including
refrigerator with ice maker, range with self-
cleaning oven, washer, dryer, dishwasher, and
large recreation room on first level are in this
new brick veneer split level-Call us for more
details.
Wall-to-wall spaciousness-this rustic log house
has 5 large bedrooms (each 17' wide), 2 baths,
living room, kitchen, den plus 44 basement. On
large wooded lot near university.
Rural living in a large 3 bedroom, 2 bath brick
veneer home on Hwy. 121 across from fairgroun-
ds. Has study with fireplace, den, dining room,
living room, utility - over 2200 sq. ft. of living
space.
Lake front - nice home on 1/2 lots. House has 2
separate kitchens & living areas for income
producing or 4 bedrooms, 2 bath one family year
round home. Large glassed-in porch and open
patio. Be ready for summer in this one!!
Oaks Estates - Quality home with 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, large sunken den with elevated fireplace,
central electric heat and air, carpet, double
garage, 1/4 acre lot.
Unusually large bedrooms are the feature in this
3 bedroom, 2 bath brick veneer located near
shopping centers. Other extras are, shag carpet,
fireplace, double garage with storage space.
Near Robertson School - Central gas heat, cen-
tral electric air, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, den with
fireplace, built-in range, dishwasher,
refrigerator included in this price - $36,500.
Large lovely older home located conveniently
near university has 2 baths, 3 or 4 bedrooms, cen-
tral gas heat, large living room with fireplace.
NEW LISTING - extra nice 3 bedroom home with
Western Cedar exterior, carport, outside
storage, 1 acre lot. Beautifully decorated with
shag carpet, formal dining area, living room has
cathedral ceiling, with beams. Check this good
buy.
SPANISH - RANCH home features sunken living
room, formal dining room, family room with
fireplace, large kitchen, intercom, central
vacuum, shag carpet, kitchen carpet, double
garage, concrete drive.
QUALITY HOMES
This quality home is located in prestigious neigh-
borhood -2 story, 4 bedroom, 21/2 bath, central
electric heat and air, den with fireplace, formal
dining room, breakfast room with beautiful
view.
Beautiful tri-level 4 bedroom, 21/2 bath, brick
veneer has over 2400 sq. ft. of living area. Den
with fireplace, central electric heat and air,
several built-ins in kitchen, central vacuum
system, double garage has storage space and
electric door opener and accrete drive.
Home for the large family or use os home and in-
come -7 bedrooms, 4 baths, large rooms, kitchen
appliances (washer & dryer included). Separate
garage, 3 acres, low taxes.
County Estate - situated on 11/2 acres. New
stately 4 bedrooms, 31/2 bath Southern Colonial -
loaded with quality. Huge bedrooms, central
vacuum system, approximately 4000 sq. ft. of
living area.
We have lots, form,
and commercial listings.













Haw Miler - 753-7519
Pet Moblity 753-19511
Phoebes E. Mealy - 753-9036
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dry basement. See at
1110 Sycamore or phone
753-7573.
FOR SALE by owner
lakefront cottage,
almost 2 acres. Phone





after 5 o'clock, 753-4443.





running bike. In good
condition. $850. Call 492-
8586.
1 '0 , •




750 YAMAHA 1973, low
mileage. Call 753-8175.
48 Automotive Service





Wicker or call 753-3450.
49 UNPd Cr is Truil
-
1969 TOYOTA, 4 door,
Corona Mark II.
Automatic and air. Nice
car. Call 753-3378.
1972 HONDA COUPE,
new engine. $1,200. Call
753-2329.
1973 CENTURY BUICK
Luxus. White on white,
fully equipped. Call 753-
7132.
NOTICE
The Mayor and Common Council of the
City of Murray, Ky. are accepting bids un-
til 5 p. m. Thursday, April 8th., 1976 for
two (2) 1 14 & 2 cubic yd. Satulite three (3)
wheel refine type vehicles for the Depart-
ment of Streets-Sanitation.
Specifications can be picked up at the
Oty Clerk Office between 8 a. m. & 5 p. m.
weekdays.
Saturday, March 20 at 200 P. M.
Property of Mph Mt* Near Hickory Greve Church Whines 441
eel Posey took
4'4 ,
1963 DODGE. Priced to
sell. Call 753-1356.
1973 EL CAMINO SS
white on black Super
Sport. Slotted mag
wheels, new wide tires,
full power, air, windows,
tonneau cover, air
shocks, 454. 14 MPG, all
around, 55,000 miles.
Call 436-2297 or 901-247-
9902.
1971 VW SUPER Beetle,
automatic. Call 753-4016.
1974 AUDEE FOX. Call
after 5:30p. m., 753-6147.
1974 TRIUMPH TR4, 4
speed, air, AM-FM,
26,000 miles, really




steering,' brakes and air.
350 two barrel. Extra
clean. Call 753-6555.
1971 TORINO GT. Good
condition. Low mileage.
$1,500. See at Lee's
Upholstery. Call 753-
5154.




1973 HORNET X Hat-
chback, automatic,
power steering, air, new
radial tires, extra sharp
and clean. Call 753-6280
after 5 p. m.
1973 LTD power brakes,
steering, and air. New
tires. Less than 24,000
miles. Call 436-5818.




MANS, in good con-
dition, motor
overhauled 1 year ago.









124 af r 5 p.
1916 CHEVROLET Super
Sport 327 automatic with
power steering & power
brakes, 62,000 actual
miles $450.00. 1967 Ford




4 door, straight shift,
good condition. $450.00.
Call 753-2590.
NICE 1951 Mercury 4




Three bedroom brick, dooMe preps, Ivies room, istility, pantry, kitchen -MAN
area, lots of Assets, hilly carpeted, electric hosedioard boot, window air-
cesiditiesiers, rasp, ref., dleinessiser, &peso' inciedet tap fesscod-io beck yard,
concrete driveway, large --
Call 753-9562
David Hill
COURSE OUR EgnmATE HAS 1-4crn-umo-1017o 'NE Acitma. cost: OF REPAIR-114G SOUR CAR. II
NEW 1975 Blazer. Call
753-0264.
1970 MODEL FORD LTD,
2 door hardtop, air
condition, power
steering. Call 753-8439
after 5 p. m.





$1,800 or best offer. Call
753-4545 or 753-6763.
1972 MUSTANG MACH I,
automatic, power
steering, brakes and air,
good condition. Call 753-
4548 after Sp. m.
1974 CHE'VY PICKUP
custom Deluxe, like
new, low mileage. Call
489-2769.
1973 VW SUPER Beetle,
$2,000 flat. Call 753-7838.
1972 GRAND TORINO, all
power and air, $1,800, or
best offer. Also 1974
Ford F-100 camper, inag
wheels, $3,295. Phone
after 6 p.m. 753-7907.










Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rayn 815-968-
6262. This is a dealers
auction.
1970 Vw VAN, 59,000
miles, $1,495. Call 753-
9710.
1975, 4 x 4, BLAZER










steering and air. Call
753-0100 or 753-2231.
1971 VW CAMPER. Re-
built engine, good
condition. Asking $2,100.
Call 753-0362 after 4:30.
10
1111 BONANZA 22 ft. self-
contained camper
trailer. Call 436-5556
after 5 p. m.
POP UP Casper, sleeps
5, stove, sink, water &
electric hook ups, ex-
cellent condition, best
offer. Can be seen at
1207 Melrose Dr. or call
753-4187.
1971 SENTURY CAM-






and dirt. Call 437-4533









vice. No job WO small.









and some yard work.
Call 753-1495.
PAINTING INTERIOR




Call 436-2437 after 5 p.m.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 7534156.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling

















for business, industry or
your home. Over 25
years experience. All






repair. Call after 5 436-
2476.
AUCTION SALE
Every Saturday night 6:00 p.
Nine miles South of Paris, Tenn at
Henry, Tenn. This week we have a
lot of good antique furniture, such as
walnut and oak. Lots of good giass,













SEWING. See Rachel at






hauling, etc. Large line
of late model earth
moving equipment.
Over 30 years ex-
perience. Call Steven
Alexander at 489-2616,
days, 753-1959 nights, or









Don't forget the carpets.





and Floor Covering, 1210
W. Main.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203.
KIRBY CARPET CARE-
clean rugs of all kinds.
























Call 753-4124, South 4th












J & B WELDING and
Fabrication. 24 hour
service. Six miles South







struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone dey or
night 442-7026.




and exterior by the hour
or job. Free estimates.
Call 753-8343.
el-




bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
JOHN IS NO LONGER
with Steely and Clark.








FREE LOT for mobile
home in country. Must
be honest. Call 753-0865.
55 Wanted
SOMEONE TO TEAR
down two story colonial
type house for lumber or
to move house. Call 753-
4095.
The Murray Electric System will
receive bids for a total of sixteen
(16) outdoor lighting fixtures at their
office on Fourth and Olive Streets un-
til March 26, 1976.
Specifications may be obtained by
contacting the Superintendent or
Engineer at Murray Electric System.
AUCTION SALE
Saturday, March 20th, 10 a. m. at the
late Mary Swann home 1710 Ryan St. in
Murray, Ky.
Will sell living room, bedroom and dinette fur-
niture, electric stove, automatic washer,
refrigerator, odd chairs, tables, lamps, small ap-
pliances, antique oak dining table and chairs,
buffet, 2 rockers. Oak wash stand and dresser,
old kitchen cabinet, cedar chest, little-walnut
table, mahogany glass door corner cabinet,
treadle sewing machine, all of these are choice
pieces, old china bowl and pitcher, choice pieces
of glass, large lot of quilts, that are nice. Lots of
linens, trinkets and what acts. Picture frames,.
stone jugs, spool leg table, childs chair, vacuum
cleaner. Don't miss this good sale.
For inforamtion call:
Chester mud Miller Aectioe Service
4354128 or 4354144.
Kopperud Realty
This Week's Feature Nome
Country Estate
Large brick ranch home on Broiling acres. Main floor features 4 bedrooms, 21/2
baths, living room with fire place, dining area, large modern kitchen with all
conveniences, den and utility room. Walkout basement comities of two fully
paneled apartments. One apartment has two bedrooms, the other is an ef-
ficiency. Phone Bill Kopperud for details. Priced in the 50's.
2210 Gatesborough Circle
This newly listed colonial brick ranch home has many fine features for com-
fortable and elegant living. This home has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, living room with
dining area, den with fireplace, large kitchen, utility room, enclosed sun porch,
and two car attached garage. Exquisite color coordination and decor in every
room, central gas heat, central electric air-conditioning and many extras.
Phone Bill Kopperud 753-1= for an appointment. Priced in the 40's.
Lynn Grove
Almost new two-story brick home on tree shaded setting. This home has four
bedrooms, three full baths, living room, den with fireplace, dining room, kit-
chen, utility room, and abundant closet space. Sliding glass doors in den open
onto rustic wooden patio. This is quiet country living on five acres. Phone us at
753-1222 for an appointment. Priced in the 40's.
1507 Parklone
Convenient and comfortable is this 3 bedroom, 1/2 bath brick ranch home
-displaying quality throughout. Large lot, attractive landscaping, quiet neigh-
borhood, central gas heating, central electric air-conditioning, large concrete
patio with gas grill in back yard. Home is vacant and ready for immediate oc-
cupancy. We could go on describing the fine features of this home, but see it for
yourself. Phone 753-1222 for an appointment. $33,900.00.
QuaNty Older Nome
Looking for a well-built, roomy, older home in good condition for a reasonable
price? This is the home for you! This two story brick home has 2 fireplaces,
beautiful hardwood floors, wooden staircase and natural wood trim around
doors and baseboards; four bedrooms and 1 bath upstairs, living room, dining
room, kitchen, small den and 1 bath downstairs. Central gas heat, full
basement, and corner lot location make this home an excellent buy at
$31,900.00.
Mini Farm
Just listed new 3 bedroom home near Lynn Grove on over 9 acres of land. Over 8
tendable acres, stock barn, partially fenced. Excellent location with over 400
foot frontage on Ffigh way hi, 6 miles from Murray. Priced at only $27,500.
10 Acre Wooded Tract
Located just south of Uncle Jeff's on Highway 641 within the city limits of
Murray. Only tract of its kind in Murray. Possible exclusive residential or apar-
tment sites.
We offer a good selectiou of quality homes,
so phone our office today for an update on all listings.




9 :00-5:00 MON Ara FRI
&dwarf:
By Appointment
White House Building 711 Main
753-1222 Business - 751-3003 Residence
ATTEIVTION FARMERS
Sale-water and fuel tanks, round or rectangular,
1,200 gallon, $4XX in,$325.0a
All Tanks made to order.
Todd's Welding Shop
behind krterstata Battery, phone 753-9190, days, 753-6205 nights.




The funeral for Milton
Williams of 815 South Fthirth
Street, Murray, will be held
Friday at ten a. m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Dr. Bill
Whittaker and Rev. Paul
Welch officiating and Gus
Robertson, Jr., as soloist.
Pallbearers will be Dan
Boaz, Ricky Rickman, Johnny
Williams, Jimmy Williams,
Oryis Hendrick, and Ray "
Rolfe. Burial will be in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Williams, age 79, died
Wednesday at 6:05 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a member of
the-First Baptist Church.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Lola Fielder Williams; four
daughters, Mrs. Jimmy Rick-
man, Murray, Mrs. Jim Cox,
Royal Oak, Mich., Mrs.
Norma Stewart, Fort Walton
Beach, Fla., and Mrs. Lee
Burnette, Clawson, Mich.; one
son, Earl Williams, Detroit,
Mich.; one sister, Mrs. Wayne
Ferguson, Hazel; two
brothers, Robert, Murray





Funeral services for Robert
Wilkerson of 1203 Vine Street,
Murray, will be held Friday at
two p.m. at the chapel of the
Hopkins-Brown Funeral
Home, Wingo, with Dr. Bill
Whittaker and Rev. Charles
Nelson officiating.
Noble Hughes, Clayton
Saxton, Ted Spicelanci, Glen
James, Cecil Dunigan, and
Chester Saxton will serve as
pallbearers. Burial will be in
the Little Obion Cemetery in
Graves County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after four p.m.
today (Thursday).
Mr. Wilkerson, age 58, a
welder and pipe fitter, died
Wednesday morning at his
home. Born September 6, 1917,
he was the son of Mrs. Her-
molian Hargan Wilkerson
Alexander, who survives, and
the late Burnice Wilkerson. He
was a member of the First
Baptist Church, Murray.




Four; four daughters, Mrs.
Gene Outland, Mrs. E. L
Howe, Jr., and Mrs. Reggie
Key, all of Murray, and Mrs.
Allen Franklin, Baldwin, Mo.;
two brothers, Nolan,
Mayfield, and Woodrow,
Warren, Mich.; two step
sisters, Mrs. Pearl Jackson
and Mrs. Lurlie Reed,
Mayfield; six grandchildren.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of donations to the
Speech and Hearing Clinic at
Murray State University.
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Company
To Deaths
OVEN FORK, Ky. (AP) —
The nation's top mine-safety
official says coal company
officials should have come
forward immediately with
information on equipment and
methane gas sources in a
Southeastern Kentucky mine
in which two explosions killed
26 men last week.
Robert E. Barrett, ad-
ministrator of the U.S. Mining
Enforcement and Safety
Administration, said Wed-
nesday in Washington that
coal company officials did not
volunteer information that
might have prevented the
second explosion.
He acknowledged that
MESA officials did not ask
about the equipment or the
gas sources immediately after
the first explosion at the
Scotia Coal Co. No. 1 mine in
Letcher County.
Fifteen men died after the
first explosion, last Tuesday.
A second explosion Thursday
killed 11 men who were
preparing for a probe of the
first.
Barrett said Blue Diamond
Coal Co., parent firm of
Scotia, has been "elusive"
about sources of methane in
the mine. He said the com-
pany did not voluntarily tell
MESA that there may be a
methane feeder—a stream of
gas coming out of the coal—in
the area of the explosions.
Barrett also said the
company, on the advice of its
attorneys, still has not given
MESA a list of equipment in
the mine. He said sparks from
a piece of equipment may
have set off both explosions.
Scotia miners, rescue-team-
members and some MESA
officials have speculated that
gas was ignited by sparks
from an automatic, battery
operated compressor for air
brakes on a mine locomotive.
Barrett said MESA knew
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m.
354.3, up 0.2
Below dam 312.2, down 0.7.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 353.9,
down 1.0.
Below dam 320.0, up 0.1.
Sunset 6:06 p.m., Sunrise
6:04 a.m.
Moon rises 8:21 p.m.
Fellowship Planned At
Independence Church
The Third Sunday Night
Fellowship will be held
Sunday, March 21, at seven p.
m. at the Independence United
Methodist Church.
Special guests will be
Wayne and Kathy Perrin.
Mrs. Patricia Lassiter's
Young Adult Class will be in
charge of the program.
Bro. Coy Garrett, church
pastor, invites the public to
attend.
Benefit Supper To Be
Held By Temple 'Hill
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
have a benefit supper on
Saturday, March 20, with
serving to start at 5:30p. m. at
the lodge hall.
The cost will be $1.50 per
person for chili and sand-
wiches, according to Sue
Thweatt, worthy matron of the




before the second explosion
that there was a locomotive in
the area, but didn't know if it
had a compressor. He said
MESA didn't ask about the
possibility because most such
locomotives use hand-
operated brakes with no
compressors.
If we had known that thing
turned on and off, we wouldn't
have gone in there. Absolutely
no. Any time you have . . .
breaking of a circuit . . . you
can have sparks," he said.
Robert Long, a MESA at-
torney, said he expects to
receive an equipment list soon
from Blue Diamond, and that
if he does not, he will issue a
subpoena for it.
Scotia work crews continued
Wednesday to seal the mine
with sandbags, cinderblofits
and mortar and Barfett
vetoed a South Dakota youth's
proposal to enter the shaft and
bring out the 11 bodies still
inside.
Larry Bumpous, 22, of
Peever, S.D., approached
Letcher County Judge Estill
Blair, offering to go into the
mine with a companion to get
the bodies for $6,000. Blair
favored the idea and said he
could easily raise the money
from Letcher County
residents. "Our community
and the surrounding areas will
not be back to normal as long
as those men are down there,"
he said.
But Barrett said that no one
will be allowed in the mine
until it is reopened after the
danger of explosion has
passed, probably several
months from now.
Bumpous said he had been
hoping to start a company that
would take on dangerous
projects—"anything other
 scitx3k. /Maki"
Prior id ordinal loomi warm at mot
&day hooliod Miro Wire • Time lo




Aahland Oil 15% +%
A. T. & T. 30% -41i
Ford  X% -46
Gm Motor, II%
Gen. Tire XI -I%
GoodridL Wir
Gulf Oil 32% -46
Pennwalt 340k +%
Quaker Ousts 33% 411
Republic Steel 30% -146
Singer 17% +le
TaPP00 10% +46
Western Union 17 -44
Zenith 311% 4-M
Prior el Sock al lad Mersa at alea
EDT, today, hralarsal to Ire Weir &
Thou by Pint et ISelloa, Carp., et
likarray, are ea brew
U .S. Homes I% +%
Kaufman • Broad  -46
Pondercoa Systems 11% +%
Kimberly Clark 3114 -%
Union Carbide 73% -1%
W R. Grace 211% -1
Texaco Z
General Elec. 51% Ai
GAF  one
Geor;iLiar cifie 54% -46
Pfizer 
Jim Walters 43 -26
Kirsch 15% one
Disney 511%
Franklin Mint 31% -%
$1 Fine Meted
By Local Jury
Rudy Hall of Murray was
tried by a Quarterly Court
jury of six persons on charges
of "cruelty to animals,
shooting but not killing two
animals," according to court
records.
Hall was found guilty but
only fined one dollar, ac-
cording to court records. The
dogs were owned by Jim Byrn
and Carol Hahn.
Murray Tennis Center, Inc.
Health Spa
Offering latest gym equipment, Sauna and Whirlpool bath
Women Men
Noon , Wideman, hi*





For Information Cidl 753-0129
Monthly-Friar/ From 9:00 o.no..12 Noon
Open House - Sunday
March 21, 1976 - 2:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
Register For Free Drawing
people don't want to do that
involves risk."
He said he had been trying
to launch the enterprise with
the help of nine others, "just
town kids," and admitted he
had only been in a mine once
before.
Allen Evans, a member of a
rescue team from Benham,
Ky., that went into the Scotia
mine after both explosions,
has described the scene that
would have confronted
Bumpous as one of incredible
confusion.
"I'd never seen a mine
where there had been an
explosion," Evans said this
week. 'The violence was




LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
A second charge has been filed
in connection with the death of
Danny Lee Pritchett, 22,
Lexington, who died two days
after being involved in a
barroom brawl here March 1.
Glenn Roy Wade, 19,
Lexington, was charged
Wednesday night with second
degree manslaughter. A
similar charge was filed
Monday against Ernie Lee
Warner, 29, of Burlington.
Police said witnesses told
them five men were involved
in the fight.
40 Bills Posted In Senate (continued from Page 1)
In the afternoon session, Sen. John
Berry, 1)-New Castle, made a motion
for the Senate to recess until leaders of
the upper chamber could get the bill
back before it was signed by Kenton.
Had Kenton signed it, it would have
been impossible for the Senate to
reconsider the measure.
Berry charged that Senate floor
leaders deliberately "flew" the bill
back to the House to avoid giving
members of the upper chamber a
chance to reconsider it.
Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall noted that if
Berry's motion was approved it could
end the legislative session. She said the
House might decide not to send the bill
back, and then the Senate would be in
permanent recess.
Ward said he was prepared to wait
"either until hell freezes over or until
that bill comes back." Sen. William
Gentry, D-Bardstown, then tried to
read another bill in an effort to block
Berry's motion from being voted on.
Sen. John Lackey, D-Fticturiond,
objected angrily that Gentry had used
up too much time and accused Mrs.
Stovall of being on the side of those who
House.
did not want to reconsider the bill.
Berry's motion finally came to a vote
and was defeated 1948.
However, Senate leaders were able to
get the bill back from the House before
Kenton signed it, and the measure was
reconsidered. This time the bill was
killed by a 27-8 vote.
Senate President Pro Tem Joe
Prather, 1)-Vine Grove, who did not
vote in the morning session on the bill,
voted against it when it was recon-
sidered. He said many senators had not
understood the contents of the measure.
In another action that sparked
debate, the Senate killed a House
passed anti-busing bill. It would place
restrictions on the use of tax money for
the implementation of court ordered
busing for school desegregation.
Because the measure had an
emergency clause added to it, it needed
20 votes to pass. It received only 17,
with nine senators voting against it.
Sen. Georgia Powers, 13-Louisville,
the only black member of the Senate,
said it was "one of the most
irresponsible pieces of busing
legislation we have had here." She said
0 is (Continued from Page 1
extraction of resources—except by
strip mining—and agricultural use.
New roads, buildings and utility lines
would also be permitted with certain
limitations.
The bill does not change the portions
of the eight rivers now protected by the
law.
The House also approved a Senate bill
establishing a Kentucky Natural
Preserves Commission. It would be
authorized to designate natural areas in
Kentucky that have unique or im-
portant characteristics, such as en-
dangered plant or animal species.
Also approved was Gov. Julian
Carroll's mobile home lemon bill. It
would require a manufacturer to
replace, repair or refund the purchase
price of a lemon vehicle. A mobile home
is a lemon, under the bill, if it must be
repaired more than three times within
a year of purchase, or if the repairs
amount to more than 4 per cent of the
value of the vehicle.
The wild ;firers, natural preserves
and lemon bill have all been approved
by the Senate, but must go back to that
Ronald Reagan Campaigning in North
Carolina Today for Next Week Primary
Ronald Reagan, his
challenge to President Ford
shaken by a fifth straight
setback, was in North
Carolina today to prepare for
the next of the primary
elections, while Democrats —
also gearing 'up for North
Carolina — prepare for a new
contender
Sen. Frank Church
summoned backers to the
mountain mining town of
Idaho City today to enter the
run for the Democratic
nomination. Church, noting
his late start, compared his
campaign to the race of the
tortoise against the hare.
"Like I'm doing, he started
slowly but came on strong to
win," the Idaho senator
declared.
Church joins a half-dozen
major contenders for the
Democratic nomination, in-
cluding California Gov.
Edmund Brown Jr., who
got into the race last week.
Alabama Gov. George
Wallace, whose campaign for
the Democratic nomination —
like Reagan's on the
Republican side — has been
staggered by early primary
losses, was on the stump in
North Carolina Wednesday,
ahead of the others.
Former Georgia Gov.
Jimmy Carter was due in the
state today. He has defeated
Wallace in primaries in
Massachusetts, Florida and,
on Tuesday, Illinois.
The two Southerners are on
the Democratic ballot in North
Carolina along with
Washington Sen. Henry M.
Jackson, Arizona Rep. Morris
K. Udtall, former Oklahoma
Sen. Fred Harris and Sen.
Uoyd Bentsen of Texas, who
dropped out of the race
several weeks ago.
For Jackson and Udall,
however, April 6 primaries in
New York and Wisconsin are
getting the emphasis.
Jackson throttled his active
campaigning in North
Carolina last week when New
York changed its voting
system to make it easier for
others with less money — like
Udall --- to win delegates.
Jackson began touting the
New York primary and
predicting victory for himself
there after his first primary
victory in Massachusetts.
And Udall, who claims to be
the leading progressive
candidate, is giving his best
efforts to Wisconsin, which he
says is a must-win state for
him.
Reagan arrived in Green-
stx)ro, N.C., Wednesday to
begin a campaign he hopes
will reverse Ford%
domination of the early
primaries. Ford is expected in
the state for a weekend of
campaigning.
The President's supporters
in Washington and North
Carolina were quick to predict
that a sixth Reagan loss would
all but end the former
California governor's
challenge.
But Tom Ellis, Reagan's
state campaign chief,
dismissed the speculation as
"a political ploy."
"We've been plowing this
furrow too long and there are
too many people committed to
Reagan for that sort of ploy to
have any effect on their desire







Wallace, who won the 1972
North Carolina primary,
predicted victory in the state
again but said he would stay in
the race even if he loses. In
Greensboro Wednesday,
Wallace's topic was busing —
something that has won him
support in the state in the past
— but with a different
message.
-People are still opposed to
busing," he said. "But we've
become so resigned in this
country to having to accept
things. In 1972 I used it as an
issue. But there's no use to
talk about integration and
segregation anymore because
the viewpoint of the people is
that it's over. Anyone who
says it's coming back is
misleading you."
As in Illinois, Wallace
broached the issue of his
health. "I just want to point
out to all of you that my health
is good. Some of the best
doctors have said I'm all
right," he said.
The Alabama governor has
been paralyzed from the waist
down and confined to a
wheelchair since he was felled
by a would-be assassin's bullet
during the 1972 presidentia'
race.
Meanwhile Wednesday,
there were these develop-
ments on the political front:
—Ford's campaign
committee denied reports that
White House counselor Rogers
C.B. Morton would succeed
Howard "Bo" Callaway as
head of the President's
campaign.
Calloway was voluntarily
relieved of his duties after
reports he improperly sought
as Army secretary favorable
treatment from the govern-




would fly to North Carolina
Saturday for stumping In
Charlotte. Asheville and
Hickory and at a small airport
on the border of Avery and
Mitchell counties.
--In Washington, the Senate
defeated a move to end public
financing of presidential
election campaigns after this
year.
—In New York, Udall
continued to garner support
from backers of Indiana Sen.
Birch I3ayh, who suspended




coordinator, said the Arizona
representative would have
slates of delegate candidates
in all four congressional
districts in western New York.
Bayh had been considered
among the strongest of the
Democratic candidates in
New York until his withdrawal
from the campaign, and Udall
has been trying since then to
put together slates in most of
the state's 39 districts.
Udall, in Madison, Wis.,
conceded the entry of Brown
and Church could cut into his
backing as a liberal can-
didate.
—Vice President Nelson
Rockefeller, in Chicago, said
Reagan "has some out-
standing qualities" which
may make him valuable as a
member of Ford's cabinet.
But Rockefeller said he sees
no reason why Ford would
pick Reagan as a running
the adverse effects of the bill would be
far reaching.
Later, after the orders of the day
were completed, Sen. William Quinlan,
1)-Louisville, tried to bring the bill up
for another vote. His motion to
reconsider also failed because it did not
receive the constitutional majority of 20
votes.
Quinlan was expected to try again
Thursday.
The Senate also passed 35-0 another
bill in the governor's multimillion
dollar economic development package
fbr Kentucky. The Senate passed two of
the five measures in the package on
Tuesday.
The bill passed Wednesday would
allow the Kentucky turnpike authority
to use coal severance taxes to finance
revenue bonds for construction of
"resource recovery roads."
The major project to be funded under
the legislation is construction of a four-
lane highway running parallel to
Kentucky 80 and linking the Mountain
Parkway with the Daniel Boone Park-
way.
chamber for concurrence in House
amendments.
The House also approved several of
the governor's criminal justice bills,
including a measure to regulate private
security guards, and a bill to give the
Kentucky State Police statewide
authority. Those bills go to the
governor.
Also approved by the House and
headed for the governor's desk is a bill
expanding the duties of the public
defender's office and increasing their
maximum fees.
mate for the November
election.
Rockefeller told a news
conference it would be hard to
understand why Ford would
choose "someone to the right
of him" as candidate for vice
president. Rockefeller




A singing will be held at the
New Providence Baptist
Church, located southeast Of
Murray at New Providence,
on Saturday, March 20, at
seven p.m.
The Redemption Aires
Quarter of Weakley County,
Tenn., will be the featured
singers as well as other
special singing. Bro. Aaron
McWherter, church pastor,
invites the public to attend.




City of Murray - Department of Streets - Sanitation
City Beautification Program
Spring Trash Clean-up
Northside (Cum" Line of Main Street is Dividing line)
Pickup Starts Monday, March 22 at 7:00 a.m.
*Trash Must Be Out by Street At Starting Time*
REGULATION:
1. Al types of trash will be picked up except, stomps, tree logs, Wilding materiel,
and fearing materiels.
2. Al trash west be pieced it street side and must be kept tepareted according to
3. Al sad sad loose trash most be pieced in metiers that cue he handled by
see (1) mac
4. Appliances mid metals west be pieced is soparete areas.
S. Sunk west be hi separate wee and west comply with the general rules fee brink
Irish and tree triniesksgs mast be art and pieced within 10' ef the edge of street
with butt wide %dig Wrest. Omsk must be as larger thug 4" at het sods old 8 is
kesh cease be picked op if rims, briers, wire, laugher, or *titer foreign sksecee ere
mixed with brash.
Meese dip, save, mid abide by thew regulation. There will be me other speciel





Southside Residents Will Be Notified
One Week In Advance
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